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QUEEN PHYLLIS AND TAPS BEAUTIES

Final try-outs and casting for the second production of
the Clemson Little Theatre will be held Tuesday evening, November 26, at the Food Industries Auditorium beginning at 7:30 p.m. The public is invited and students
in particular will be welcome.

"It Is no longer necessary to
leave South Carolina to 'get
ahead'," high school students
have been told by the vicepresident of the South Carolina
Textile Manufacturers' Association.
P. S. Bailey, president and
treasurer of Clinton and Lydia
Cotton Mills, said in a Clinton
address that "the textile industry is so vast in this state that it
can use to the fullest extent the
total abilities of thousands of
highly skilled individuals."
Clemson and the South Carolina Textile Manufacturers' Association initiated a vigorous
educational program in September, 1956, to provide more college trained personnel for the
textile industry. Mr. Bailey was
named to a special committee
of eight executives to head the
program.
"The industry," Bailey declared, "is looking for individuals
possessing a variety of talents
"which come from many educational backgrounds." He emphasized the need for industrial engineers, chemists, artists, accountant's and research personnel as well as those persons
trained specifically in the textile field.
Bailey said that industry seeks
''young men and women of good
moral character who have vision, determination and a willingness to work and to accept
responsibility." He challenged
them to "maintain their heritage"—the textile leadership of
South Carolina.
(Continued on Page 8)

Architects Plan
Virginia Meeting
The Southeastern region of
the Association of Collegiate
Schools of Architecture will have
its annual meeting at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, November 21 and
22. The Association is a National organization composed of
schools and colleges of Architecture offering full professional
curricula. On the regional level
it provides a forum for discussion of methods and standards
of instruction in Architecture
and the related arts. Professor
Harlan E. McClure, Head of the
Department of Architecture at
Clemson, is National Secretary
of the ACSA and will represent
the Executive Committee at this
meeting.
Professors Clayton
Page and Harold Cooledge will
also attend the forthcoming sessions.
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This production, "Murder in
the Cathedral", a two act play
by T. S. Eliot, will be presented in February, 1958. The play
is to be directed by the Reverend Robert L. Oliveros, assisted by Mrs. J. Howard Bond,
and will be produced by H. Glenn
McGee, member of Alpha Psi
Omega. There are dramatic
roles for fifteen males and four
females. The drama is cen
tered around the historic event
of the martyrdom of Thomas A.
Becket at the Canterbury Cathedral.
The production will be presented in conjunction with the
annual Clemson College Religious Emphasis Week in February,
either as part of the REW activities or just prior to or preceding. This is a costume play and
is deeply religious. The play
deals with several religious
themes, such as the place of
suffering in life, the reality of
sin, suffering and temptation,
and the relationship of church
and state. The play is very
timely in many respects and
should be of significance and interest to the community as a
whole.

Numeral Society
Planning Social
Members and pledges of the
Numeral Society are planning a
social Friday night, November
22, at 7 p.m. All desiring to attend are asked to meet in front
of the Loggia at 6:45 p.m.
The organization is a service
fraternity dedicated to leadership and service to the College.
Projects adopted and completed
by the society this year have
been decoration work for the
Maid of Cotton event, printing
and distribution of school spirit
placards, and the construction of
the Homecoming Queen's float.
New members will be elected
into the Numeral Society at a
special meeting to be held Monday night. Time and location will
be announced at a later date.
All members must be present.

Canterbury Club
Hears Rev. Cole
"What About God?" will be
Reverend Jack Cole's theme
when he speaks to the Canterbury Association Wednesday,
December 4. Reverend Cole,
rector of churches in Pendleton
and Easley, is well-known to the
Clemson Canterbury members.
Reverend Cole is well-known
for his interesting talks and the
Canterbury members look forward to hearing his talk.

Annual Band-lptay Day
Brings Forty Participants
Band-IPTAY Day will be this Saturd ay here at Clemson. Mr. Elwood M. Springle, Director of Instrumental Music at York, Pennsylvania, will be the guest conductor at the half-time show of the Clemson vs. Wake Forest game. IPTAY (I pay
ten a year) members will view our nationally ranked team, 19th, and more than forty
bands.

SENIOR COUNCIL

Room Arrest Is
New Punishment
The Senior Council announced this week that a new
form of punishment—room arrest—will be used in the
future to deal with students committing misdemeanors
Clemson's 1957 Homecoming Queen, Miss Phyl- to right, the court members are: Carolyn Willis,
lis O'Dell, a sophomore at Clemson, is shonw at Pat Everton, Connie Beck, Joylyn Jones, Har- under the jurisdiction of the Council.
center (seated) just after her selection was
announced at Friday night's dance. From left

riet Johnson, and Cecilia Colvert.

Dr. Schirmer Crowns Phyllis
O'Dell Homecoming Queen
(Ed. Note: The TIGER regrets the omission of this
announcement in the issue.of last week; this was entirely
the result of an error on the part of the staff and no
offense was intended to anyone concerned.)
Phyllis O'Dell of Laurens was crowned Homecoming
Queen before a crowd of 30,000 during the halftime ceremonies at the Clemson-Maryland football game on November 9.
Miss O'Dell, a coed at Clemson and a band majorette, was
named queen at the Friday
homecoming dance. The queen
and her six attendants will be
featured in "Taps."
Dr. Frank Schirmer of Clemson, retiring pj^esident of the
Clemson College Alumni Association, crowned the queen. Alec
Morrison, president of the Central Dance Association, and J.
J. Britton, president of the student body, presented her with
gifts.
Members of the queen's court
were Connie Beck of Sumter,
Harriett Johnson of North Augusta, Pat Everton of Raleigh,
N. C, Cecilia Colvert of Greenwood, Joylyn Jones of Greenville, and Carolyn Willis of
Chesterfield.
A huge float, built by the
Numeral Society, carried the
queen and her court on the
field. The Pershing Rifles, senior platoon, and Clemson band
formed the honor guard.
Judges for the contest were
J. F. McLaurin of Bennettsville,
Neil Gillespie of Greenville, and
Bill Burton of Clemson.

Classes Will End
Next Wednesday
Thanksgiving holidays will begin next Wednesday at 12:00
noon. Classes will resume Monday Dec. 2.
Classes for Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday will be regular
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
classes due to the State Fair
holidays.
Caution is urged on the part
of students planning to drive
home.
You might be late—but alive!

Dining Hall Committee
Consult With Personnel
The Executive Committee of
the Student Government announced this week the appointment of a Dining Hall Food
Committee, composed of five
students to consult with Mr.
Fields and Mrs. Cloaninger on
matters of menus and preparation of food in the College Dining Hall.
Buster Mulkey, senior from
Hodges, was named chairman
of this committee. Other members include Jerry Myerson, Phil
Richardson, John O'Brien, and

Lee Floyd.
This committee was requested by Mr. L. J. Fields, Dining
Hall Supervisor, to link the
Dining Hall personnel with the
opinions, suggestions, and interests of the student body, in
connection with the menus in
the Dining Hall.
Every student is invited to
submit opinions or suggestions
to any member of the committee
for consideration by the committee.

Children's Christmas Party
Planned By Veterans' Club

coming ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers)
field trip will be made at
their next meeting. AH members should make a special
effort to attend this meeting,
which will be held in room
115 Riggs Hall at six o'clock
Tuesday, November 26.

Dr. Wynne C. Boleik
Thanksgiving Speaker
Dr. Wynne C. Boleik, prominent Lutheran minister of Greenville, South Carolina,
will be guest speaker for the special Thanksgiving Service to be held in the College
Chapel November 26 at 6:00 in the morning.

Students Are Urged To
Observe Hospital Hours
When was the last time you went to the Infirmary?
Did you go during Clinic hours, or when it was convenient
for you? It is crowded during these hours, and you can
get through much faster in the afternoon after sick call
is over.
It would be appreciated if all students making a sick
call do so during the proper time. It will make it easier
on the staff, and also be fairer to the other students.
Clinic hours are from 7:30 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. to
3 p.m. on weekdays; 7:30 a.m. to 10 a.m. on Saturdays;
and 8:30 am. to 10 a.m. on Sundays and holidays. The
Infirmary is open at all hours when emergency medical
attention is required.

The room arrest was characterized as more severe than
campus restriction and less severe than expulsion, the two
principal types of punishment
formerly used by the Council.
Room arrest will be assigned
by the Council for periods of a
week or more, at the discreation
of the Council.
All disciplinary actions by the
Senior Council are in the form
of recommendations to the Dean
of Student Affairs, who then
authorizes the Council to proceed with the action.
Room arrest, according to an
announcement by the Council,
will include the following
points: (1) Student to be assigned to a specific room, and
not to leave that room during
period of arrest except to attend
classes and meals, with one
hour per day ,for some sort of
recreation. (2) Required to sign
out on his door everytime he
leaves the room, for any reason.
(3) The students will be allowed no amusements in the room,
including radios, phonographs,
playing cards, etc. (4) His room
will be inspected every morning after breakfast and must be
clean and neat. He is also subject to extra inspections at any
other time, twenty-four hours a
day. (5) The student is allowed
no more than two visitors at a
time, and ro-~- '-">.eot for purposes of studying.
Any violations of the terms
of the room . -least one day's additional room
arrest.

Architects Present
At their regular bi-weekly meeting, the Veterans'
Club announced plans for two Christmas season activities Noted Lecturer

for the student body. On Friday, December 6, the annual
Christmas dance will be held at the Clemson House at
NOTICE
8:00
in the evening.
V
Final preparations for the

SPECIAL SERVICES

Dr. Boleik is pastor of the
Trinity Evangelical Lutheran
Church of Greenville. He received his A. B. Degree from
Lenoir-Rhyne College, his B. D.
Degree from the Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary, and
was awarded the D. D. Degree
from Lenoir-Rhyne College.
Dr. Boleik is presently a member of the Executive Board of
the United Lutheran Church of
America. He is also chairman
of the Board of Trustees for the
Lowman Home for the Aged at
White Rock, South Carolina.
We are very fortunate to have
such an outstanding minister,
who is constantly in demand all
over the Eastern United States
as speaker, for this Thanksgiving Service. Although the service is primarily attended by
students, it is open to members
of the College faculty and of
the College community. This
service will be presided over and
conducted by students at Clemson who are very much interested in the Religious Program on
the campus.
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Little Theatre Second
Production Scheduled

Bailey Lauds
Big Textile
Industries

South Carolina's Oldest

First Annual Meet
Of Ag Engineers
Begins Tomorrow
The first annual meeting of
the South Carolina section of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers will be held in The
Clemson House, Friday, Nov. 22.
Principal speaker will be Jimmy L. Butt, St. Joseph, Mich.,
national ASAE secretary, who
will address the meeting at 11:30
a.m. The 7 p.m. banquet speaker
will be R. N. Driftmier, head,
agricultural engineering department, University of Georgia.
A. W. Snell, head of Clemson's
agricultural engineering department, reports that the 53 South
Carolina members of the society
have been invited.
National
membership totals 5,000.
Welcoming remarks by President R. F. Poole will open the
meeting at 10 a.m., following
registration at 9.
Speakers on the morning program will include J. T. McAlister, conservation equipment engineer, Soil Conservation Service; George B. Nutt, director of
the Extension Service; G. W.
Giles, head, agricultural engineering, North Carolina State,
and G. E. Henderson, coordinator, Southern Association of Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture, Athens, Ga.
Dr. J.- H. Sams, dean of the
engineering school and a member of the State Board of Engineering Examiners, will be the
featured afternoon speaker at 2.
Snell will discuss Clemson activities in the field at 2:30. He
will be assisted by M. C. McKenzie, extension leader; Dr. J.
H. Anderson, associate professor,
and J. A. Luscombe, senior agri(Continued on Page 8)

All veterans and all married
students are cordially invited to
join in the festivities. Music
will be furnished by the Tiger
Town Quintet under the direction of Leon "Droopy" LeGrand,
and the admission will be $2.50
per couple, which will cover all
costs.
Also plans were announced
for the first Christmas party to
be held for the children of the
campus. This party is to be
held from two until four the afternoon of Sunday, 15th of December, in the YMCA building.
There will be a Christmas tree;
and, Santa Claus will be present to talk with the children. It
must be stressed that this party
is not just for veteran's children, but rather for the children
of all students, graduate and undergraduate, enrolled in Clemson. All parents are requested
to bring an inexpensive, wrapped gift with their child's name
on it so that Santa Claus will
be able to have a gift for each
child.
Any one willing to bake cookies for the party is asked to
contact Henry Fulbright, 27
Cherry Road, phone 5184, or
drop by to see Mrs. Albert in
the Student Affairs office. All
profits from the organizations
dance will be applied to the
party, and to activities ,for the
children of the campus.

Mr. G. E. Kidder-Smith, distinguished architectural lecturer
and photographer, will present
two public lectures at Clemson
Tuesday, November 26. These
lectures will be given in the
Plant and Animal Science Auditorium. "The Modern Architecture of Italy" will be the
topic of the afternoon lecture ai
3:00 p.m., and "The New
Churches of Europe" will be the
subject of his evening lecture
at 8:00 p.m.
Mr. Kidder-Smith is a graduate of Princeton University. He
has been an advanced design
critic at Yale University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and has lectured at many
other colleges and universities.
He has also written books and
articles concerning countries.
Several of his major books include "Brazil Builds," "Switzerland Builds," "Italy Builds," and
"Sweden Builds."
The public is cordially invited at attend.

*

Augusfans See
Senior Platoon
Recently, the Senior Platoon
participated in the homecoming
exercises of Aquinas High School
in Augusta, Georgia. They presented performances before the
game and during half-time.
The pre-game performance
consisted of escorting the beauty
queens to their seats of honor.
During half-time they formed a
special formation with the
beauty queens in which the
reigning queen was crowned.
Following the special formation,
they presented a precision exhibition of fancy drill to the audience.
Performances to be presented
later include a December second
parade to be held in Rock Hill,
and an exhibition during Mardi
Gras in New Orleans, Louisiana
sometime in February.

Sigma Tau Epsilon
Hears Dr. Williams
Dr. Jack Williams, Dean of
the Graduate School, will be the
speaker at the meeting of Sigma
Tau Epsilon to be held Monday,
December 2. After eating together in the dining room at
5:30 p.m., the fraternity will go
to a meeting room in the Student Center for Dr. William's
address on his favorite subject.
All interested students are
welcome.

Approximately 2,500 high
school musicians, 400 majorettes,
and 19 color guards will perform during halftime. The maw
direction will be under the direction of Mr. Robert E. Lovette, director of the TIGER
Band.
A pre-game parade of bands
will start at 1:30 after which
Dean Walter Cox will deliver a
short welcome to Clemson's visitors.
Mr. Elwood Springel, director
of the 180-piece band of York
(Pa.) High School, is a graduate
of Ithaca College, B. S. 1939; M.
S. 1945. While at Oriskany
Falls, N. Y. from 1939-44, the
band under his direction won
four Superior Ratings in State
competition and once won a
Superior Rating Nationally. His
appearances include President
Eisenhower's birthday party. He
has written a book, "Precision
Drills and Dance Routines",
which is published by Music
Holders Publishing Company,
New York City, N. Y.
Mr. John R. Fogel of Williston will be the in-state guest
conductor. He is a past president of the South Carolina Music Education Association.
Rehearsal will be held after
arrival on campus 9:30 a.m.
After dinner in the Clemson
Dining Hall, the Bands will form
on Bowman Field to start the
march to the stadium at 1:00
p.m. "Clemson", "South Carolina", and "U.S.A." will be spelled out by; the units during the
half-time show.
While the bands play "You're
A Grand, Old Flag", the spectacular will feature a parade of
colors.
President of IPTAY, Calhoun
Lemon will speak after which
the bands will form the words
"South Carolina" and play
"Carolina In the Morning". All
majorettes will participate during this number. Soloist will
be Miss Carolyn Willis. Featured
majorettes will be Miss Phyllis
O'Dell and Miss Diane Austin.
All three majorettes are of the
TIGER BAND.
In closing, the bands will play
"Your Land and Mine" while
forming "U.S.A."
For a listing of bands participating in Band-IPTAY Day,
see page 8. Column 1-2.

Brotherhood Begins
Annual Toy Drive
The annual Christmas toy drive, sponsored by Tiger
Brotherhood, will begin on Monday, December 2. All
students are urged to bring toys back as they return from
their Thanksgiving vacation, it was announced this week
by John Braid, Toy Drive chairman for the Brotherhood.
The toys will be collected at '
the doors of the Dining Hall be- be welcomed by the committee,
ginning at supper on that day, and new toys and cash donations
and may be given to any mem- are urged from students who can
afford it and do not have access
ber of Tiger Brotherhood dur- to old toys, according to the
ing that week, or up until committee.
The toys will be assembled
Christmas holidays. Toys will
also be collected from the prefab and repaired by members of
areas on Thursday, December 7, Tiger Brotherhood, and will be
for the convenience of married given to underprivileged children in the area at an annual
students.
Any toys that can be fixed Christmas party before the
without too much trouble will Christmas holidays.

SAM GETS CHARTER

Faculty-Student
Supper Planned
The Tiger Brotherhood announced this week that the annual Faculty-Student supper
will be held in the Food Industries auditorium in the agricultural center Tuesday, December 17.
Meals this year will be prepared by Mr. Dan Gentry.
The gpurpose of the supper is
to strfegthen student - faculty
relationship.

CHARTER TO CLEMSON—Alfred New, Greenville, president of the senior Greenville chapter of the Society for the Advancement of
Management, presents SAM charter to Clemson
College chapter president Norville Spearman,
also of Greenville. Clemson has' 50 student
members. Left to right—Robert H. Cureton,

Clemson, treasurer, Clemson chapter; Henx
Springfield, Knoxville, Tenn., vice-president of
the national SAM, who was guest speaker at
the charter fete in The Clemson House; Mr.
New, Spearman, and Daniel S. Bratkowsky,
Bridgeport, Conn., secretary, Clemson c#ipter.
(Clemson News Bureau Photo.)
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Editorial Corner
The Senior Council of the Clemson College Student
Government has been charged with the judiciary and disciplinary power of the student government and of making
decisions in the cases of individual students who are
charged with committing acts in violation of College regulations or acts unbecoming to a Clemson man (or woman).
This is a sizeable task to assign to any group of college
students, but we believe that our Senior Council is doing
a commendable job of carrying out this function. The
council is composed of nine senior undergraduate students elected by the student body for a term of one year.
Whether or not the average student realizes it, these
positions are among the most demanding and time consuming of any student office on the campus. The Council is subject to call at any time of day or night, any day
of the week, any time of the year, including the summer
months, to meet for an indefinite length of time which
quite often runs into the wee hours of the night. Regardless of classes, quizzes, assignments, or any other activities, a council member willingly donates his time (more
precious to seniors than anyone else) to whatever extent
necessary for the fulfillment of the task assigned them
by the student body.
It would seem that the least the students could do
would be to give the Senior Council their undivided support and cooperation in the interest of improving the
quality of justice on the campus and character among
the students. Nothing could be more childish than the
case of a student declining to testify or otherwise giving
less than full cooperation to the Council on the grounds
of friendship or personal interest in the case. In such
cases, if a person's interest in a better Clemson is not
stronger than his loyalty to a friend, then that person
asked to testify is scarcely an asset to this institution.
Of course, such a person probably doesn't care what people think about his loyalty to the School, and it's a wonder
that he has any friends to start with.
How can the individual student improve the effectiveness of the Senior Council? Take an interest in
cases; cooperate at all costs when called upon by a Council member; and reason with your friends in the event
one of them shows tendencies toward the attitudes described above. Even more important, use your influence with your friends to prevent incidents from occurring that will reflect upon the students or Clemson College. The most desirable thing that could happen is for
the need for the Council to disappear, but it does not
appear that this will happen in the foreseeable future.

On Campus Maxfihukan
with

Bearing Responsibility
Students' Education
By CAROL HUGHES
This week we would like to consider
the problem of responsibility in college.
One of the most often quoted reasons for
coming to college is that the student learns
to accept responsibility and make decisions
for himself for the first time. The question we would like to bring up at this
time is "Are college administrations, particularly Clemson's, allowing students the
opportunity to accept this necessary responsibility, or are they still taking the
high school attitude of 'We will tell you
everything you need to do and when and
how you can do it.' This is an interesting
question to consider. It is also, in our
case, one that cannot be answered either
with a yes or no answer.
TOO MANY RESTRICTIONS
In consideration of the question,
most persons who have expressed
themselves on the point feel that the
college here has too many restrictions
on the upper classmen, and lacks the
proper planning in setting the freshmen off on the right foot.
One must admit that freshmen in
general must make a tremendous adjustment in their lives the first few weeks
of the year and lesser adjustments
throughout the rest of the year. However
an upperclassman should be aware of what
he is capable of doing without being told
that he may only miss a certain number

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Senior Privileges Disregarded;
Parking Lots Need Improvement

{By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

By MACKIE MANNING
After having gone to Clemson for

WHAT TO DO TILL THE
PSYCHIATRIST COMES
Once upon a time at the University of Virginia there was
a coed named, oddly enough, Virginia University who was
handsome and kindly and intelligent and ingeniously constructed and majoring in psychology. Virginia went steady
with a young man on campus named, oddly enough,
Oddly Enough who was supple and fair and lithe and animated and majoring in phys ed.
Virginia and Oddly enjoyed a romance that was as
idyllic as a summer day, as placid as a millpond. Never
did they fight—never, never, never!—because Virginia,
who was majoring in psychology, did not believe in fighting. "Fighting," she often said, "settles nothing. The scientific way is to look calmly for the cause of the friction."
So whenever she and Oddly were on the verge of a
quarrel, she used to whip out a series of ink blot tests and
they would discover the true underlying cause of their
dispute and deal with it in an enlightened, dispassionate
manner. Then, the irritant removed, their romance would
resume its tranquil, serene, unruffled course.
After six months of this sedate liaison, Oddly was so
bored he could spit. He loved Virginia well enough, but
he also believed that people in love ought to fight now
and then. "It opens the pores," he said. "And besides, it's
so much fun making up afterwards."
But Virginia would not be provoked into a quarrel.
One night Oddly tried very hard. "Hey," he said to her,
"your hair looks like a bat's nest and your ears look like
last year's turnips and your face looks like a pan of worms
and as for your head, I've seen better heads on newel*
posts."
"My goodness, we're hostile tonight!" said Virginia
cheerfully and whipped 120 Rorschach cards out of her
reticule. "Come," she said, "let us examine your psychic
apparatus."
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three years and presently enduring the
fourth, I think that I am qualified to say
that senior privileges are not anything to
be laughed at. Seniors are entitled to
these privileges and NO one else.
We, the seniors at Clemson, have
very few of these privileges and we
think it only right for all unerclassmen to sit back and wait until they
themselves are in our position. Our
two main privileges, the senior parking lotst and the right to enter the dining hall early, are being violated quite
frequently it seems and this is not at
all right.
Think about it freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors, when your time comes to sit
behind the door leading to life, eagerly
awaiting its opening in June or August or
February, do you want all those under you
to be taking advantage of YOUR privileges? You certainly won't, in fact the
individuals invading our rights will probably be the ones to go around and try to
stop underclassmen from invading their
rights.
BE CONSIDERATE
Be considerate, fellows, your time
will come soon enough. It certainly
would be appreciated if you would
show the seniors that much respect.
While we are on the subject of seniors,

there are two things that need be brought
to the attention of the correct person to
have these things corrected. First, in the
senior parking lot between seventh and
eighth dormitories, there is a great need
for a proper entrance to the lot. At the
present time, there is only a couple of
boards nailed together to prevent the automobile tires from receiving the entire impact from the curb. Half of the time
though, the wooden frame isn't there.
This is bad on the tires and should be
corrected. It doesn't seem that there
would be any great difficulty in making
this correction; only tearing out a correct
length of curbing and then building up a
slight incline with cement.
TIRE HOLES
Secondly, there is a hole in this same
parking lot large enough to just about
completely place a tire in. This is not
good at all. It is in a small gulley in the
first place and is extremely hard to see.
If someone drives into this particular
parking space some night, he is going to
probably have to buy another tire.
These things cost money, and that
is something the most of us don't have
just to throw away anytime; we are
unfortunate like that. The correction
of these two fallacies are certainly due,
and we would appreciate it very much
if they are taken care of in the near
future.

Clemson's Landscape
Has Many Eye-sores
By RAY GRIFFIN
One scene that never changes is the
landscaping of this campus. The rolling
hills with the breathtaking view are covered with shoddy down-at-the-heels grass,
ragged shrubs, and withering trees. Bare
earth grins in the dancing sunlight, then
turns into churning, slippery mud under
the perpetual rainfall.
CLEMSON IS UNIQUE
Clemson is unique . . . one of the foremost agriculture schools in the country and
grass can't even be grown! The answer
to the problem of no grass is more and
bigger foxholes, those yawning chasms
found in every walkway and drive on
campus. At least they do give this place
a distinct character . ,. . preparations for
sputnik invasions? Another solution is
the addition of more mud slides similar
to that one by "E" section. These are
excellent spots for the winter sports fan
to practice skiing, sliding, and the like.
From the mud the eye shifts to
acres of concrete plant boxes, rallying
grounds for ragweed, witchweed, and
dandelions. Grass does not flourish
there, wonder if shrubs would grow?
Some of these plant boxes coupled with
that sea of concrete known as the new

Oddly tried again. "Who makes your clothes?" he
sneered. "Bethlehem Steel?"
"Hmm," said Virginia thoughtfully and lit a cigarette
"This sounds like an anxiety neurosis with totemism,
anagogic trauma, and a belt in the back."
"I hate you," said Oddly. "I hate your looks and your
clothes and your toenails and your relatives and the
cigarettes you smoke."
"Now, hold on, buster!" cried Virginia, her eyes crackling, her color mounting, her nostrils aflame. "Just keep a
civil tongue in your stupid head when you talk about
Marlboro! Nobody's knocking that filter, that flavor,
that flip-top box while there's breath in my body! It's a
great cigarette, it's a doozy, it's a dilly, it's a bear—and
anybody who says a word against it gets this."
By "this" Virginia meant a series of combinations to
the head and liver, which she now delivered to Oddly and
turned on her heel and stormed away.
Oddly brought her down with a flying tackle. "I love
you," he said.
"And Marlboro?" said she.
"And Marlboro," said he.
And they kissed and plaited love knots in one another's
hair and were married at Whitsun and smoked happily
ever after.
®1867, M*x shuim»
* * »
And you too, gentle readers, will smoke happily ever after,
once you try Marlboro, the cigarette that gives you such a
lot 19 like—including, we earnestly hope, this column.

Many years ago our forefathers took
time out from their work to thank God
for all that He had done for them. Since
that time we have set aside one day each
year to observe Thanksgiving.
Does
Thanksgiving today still have the same
meaning it had when it first began?
Somehow we have turned it into a day
for hunting, having fancy dinners, big
football games—in general a day of entertainment.
THANKS ARE DUE
You and I have a lot to be thankful
for this Thanksgiving season. . Let's mention a few of the things. We live in a
country which offers many freedoms to its
citizens. God has blessed all of us with
strong bodies, some stronger than others,
but all to endure the strain and stress of
college life. He has blessed us with sound
minds, minds that are capable of acquiring advanced knowledge of the world in
which we live and even exploring into the
unknown to make discoveries never con-

quadrangle

really

form

a

ASPHALT JUNGLES
Surrounding the campus building are
the usual asphalt jungles—the most notable one is behind the dining hall. A
definite attempt to channel traffic, student and vehicular, and to provide a parking area was made. Yellow logs do strike
a sentimental note and become highly decorative during eclipses of the moon.
But all is not lost. Due to the efforts of someone a brave army of
matchsticks struggles valiantly to survive in front of Riggs Hall. Several
have bit the dust but there is hope
that fifty years from now lofty trees
will rise from the spot.
Clemson has great natural beauty. In
fact its naturalness has until now redeemed the campus and distinguished it from
others. With the enriching of this beauty
by careful, developed landscaping Clemson could be in the forefront when beautiful campuses are mentioned.
Let's hope that something will be done
concretely to rectify a pitiful situation.

By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE VI

ceived of before this generation.

-St

Isn't it true that many of us like to —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
tough luck, TIGERS. The
boast about the things we have done or
the things we are capable of doing? Do troops still think that you are
we ever think to give God the praise for the best.
what we are and thank Him for all he has —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
GLENN WILFONG looked the
done for us? Do we realize that without
role of the "BLACK GANGHim we would be nothing?
STER" in his array at the game.
Clemson Men, let's take at least a few Come on, tough guy, act your
age.
minutes this Thanksgiving day, and every
—SMEDLEY
EXPOUND9
day, to humble ourselves and give thanks
The
FILTHY
FIVE, BRUCE
to Him who is the giver of all gifts. Let's
GLOVER,
DROOPY
LEGRAND,
thank Him for our families, loved ones,
NORVILLE SPEARMAN, CORfriends, our homes, our churches, the pri- PSE HUGHES and DICK MOISvilege of attending Clemson College, and SON formed a repulsive buzzard's row in Duke's stadium.
for His son and our Lord Jesus Christ.
Birds of a feather, you know.
THANKSGIVING SERVICE

campus

beauty spot. The sea is broken only
place of two scarecrow magnolias.

V>

JOHN PARRIS
Associate Student Chaplain

*% W$ yjur Me^detklekev? &ed?f

CAROLINA TICKETS
Another example of the above is the
Carolina ticket deal. Persons whose salaries and livelihood are in part paid by
the student body through certain monopolies, try to say what a student should do
with tickets that belong to him already.
Past actions of this particular group show
that these rules were probably invented
to inconvenience students but the fact remains that little faith is shown in the
integrity of the average Clemson student.
If college life here is to achieve its
maximum potential in developing character and basic responsibility in a Clemson student, a re-evaluation is needed in
many places. One must admit however
that in most areas much has been done in
these lines. The Student Government, for
instance, provides a training ground for
the world after graduation as does responsible membership in campus organizations.
It remains for the student to take
advantage of these present opportunities and derive benefit from them.

THE CHANGING SCENES

Word To The Wise
Since this is the last edition of the
paper before Thanksgiving, let's turn our
thoughts toward this approaching season.

of classes without an excuse. Even mart
ridiculous is the next clause which limit!
the number of excussed cuts. Such restrictions are fine for freshmen but if an
upperclassman can not decide when ht
should go to class it is dangerous to give
this person a diploma.

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

there has been organized on
campus a G. B. MANNING FAN
CLUB. It is dreadfully hard
to acquire membership, you
must be a fan of Manning's.

To one W. C. "DUB" JOHNSON. One must learn, little
man, not to pick fights with
men bigger than pint-size. You
may get a few more bumps if
you keep up this practice.

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

YAYA (the maker of noise)
RAY (Little Corpse) GRIFSEGARS was quite impressive
in his regular trips to the goal FIN couldn't possibly be Smedline. With that on the sidelines, ley. He (Little Corpse) doesn't
small wonder that the team have the intestinal fortitude.
fumbled.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

don't mess-up, MORRISON,
congratulations to TEDDY the eyes of Smedley are upon
(Perpetual Nothing) HOLT. He you.
(Holt) has finally snowed someone. This is quite an accom- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
upon the arrival of June half
plishment on Holt's part, even
if she is FIFTEEN YEARS OLD. of the GALLUP PLAGUE will
be gone. Then maybe someone
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
else will be able to attract a
FLETCHER
(Cheerleader' little attention. The center of
Head) SMOAK seemed to be off attraction is simply the person
in his timing of his cheers as full of the most hot air.
is he in most other endeavors.

one of the FILTHY FIVE
One of the best ways we can start the seemed to have broken all botThanksgiving season off right is by attend- tles and bonds. GLOVER, you
ing the Thanksgiving service next Tues- wore the most highly polished
cellophanes at the entire outday morning at 6:00 o'clock in the College ing.
Chapel. Dr. W. C. Boliek from Greenville
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
-^MEDLEY EXPOUNDS
will be the speaker. Won't you make a
good luck to that TIGER
the GOON PLATOON has
sacrifice and get up a little early and let's turned high school drill team TEAM as they DUMP THE
all join "together as Clemson Brothers to on us. Impress anybody, low- DEACONS. All you PEONS
1
tur^i out and support your team.
ly ones?
say "THANK YOU GOD."

SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—

RICHARD (Mr. Notsowonderful) ASHMORE must have a
complex from the company he
shadows. So here is your nanjt
in Smedley, lesser one.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

ep Rally On Quadrangle Friday Night At 6; DUMP THE DEACONS
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igers Go For Sixth Win Against Deacons
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SPOONER SCORES FOR THE TIGERS
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Ten seniors Play Last IWinless Wake Forest Gives
Game in "Death Valley" Opposition In Home Finale
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■-■■ 4jMK "ife^
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By BOB BRADLEY, Sports Publicity Director
Ten seniors, four of them on the starting unit, will
play their last home game for Clemson Saturday afternoon when the Tigers meet Wake Forest in Memorial
Stadium. The number of first team members finishing
their eligibility this year compares with eight lost off last
year's Orange Bowl team.

;|8»9C

both of the above pictures, Bob Spooner is
seen scoring the Tigers' only touchdown against
Juke in Durham last Saturday. Though the
Tigers came out on the low end of a 7-6 score,
Clemson won the game, having pushed the
Jevils from one end of the gridiron to the
other. In the top picture Spooner is seen just
is he crosses the goal line with Bob Brodhead

(17), Duke quarterback, and Wake Byrd (56),
the Devils' center, trying unsuccessfully to stop
him. The Bottom photo shows Spooner as he
makes his three point landing with Byrd and
Brodhead ending up on the ground. (Top photo
by Johnny Martin, Daily Mail; bottom by Richard Taylor, The State.)

These losses mean that Coach
Frank Howard will have seven
juniors and six sophomores left
from his first 22.
The heaviest blow comes ^t
the guard slot where four of
the first six are. ending their
collegiate
football
careers.
There are also two right ends,
a left tackle, a center, a quarterback and a fullback. There
are no losses encountered at
right tackle, left end, right
halfback and left halfback.
The real veteran of this graduating group is guard John Grdijan of Rillton, Pa., a starter for
the Tigers for the past three
years. Grdijan and Leon Kaltenbach of Clairton, Pa., have served as the Clemson co-captains
this season. Kaltenbach's services his senior year have been
limited due to injuries.
Both
"second first
team"
guards, Dick DeSimone of Avonmore, Pa., and H. B. Bruorton
of Georgetown, are also hanging

up the purple and orange. Howard has started on numerous
occasions this year that he can
interchange any of five guards
and not tell much difference in
the efficiency of the team. The
two remaining guards are junior
Jim Payne of Decatur, Ga., and
Herman Baker of Bristol, Va.
Bill Few of Rock Hill and
"Whitey Jordan of Florence,
both reserve flankmen in '56,
have alternated at right end
this season. Few is probably
the smallest end in the conference, doing good to tip the
scales at 170 after a big steak,
but his stamina and determination have helped the Tigers
out of many tough spots thus
far. He has caught four passes
for 43 yards and one touchdown — Harvey White's first
varsity aerial TD.
Jordan, an all-starter in high
school, leads the ends in pass
(Continued on Page 6)

By TOM ANDERSON, III
Clemson fans will have their last opportunity to see
Coach Frank Howard's gallant Bengal Brigade in action
on the home turf this Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. when
Wake Forest's Demon Deacons invade Tigertown for an
A.C.C. gridiron appointment. Clemson-Wake games are
noted for their spectator appeal and a near capacity crowd
is anticipated for this Band-Iptay Day encounter.
Everyone is aware of the dis
mal worksheet accumulated by
the Deacs thus far in the season;
they've dropped eight in a row
and are without a victory for the
1957 campaign. Yet, Coach Paul
Amen's troops from WinstonSalem are always considered
dangerous and are being eyed
warily by Tiger personnel. Amen,

TYLER TAKES THIRD

Fleetmen Are A C C Runners-Up

7W»
Jy JERRY AUSBAND
We said last week that the Tigers still had a good
lhance to go to a bowl on New Year's Day—we still believe that; in fact, we re-emphasize the statement. The
Tigers still have a good chance to go to a bowl.
And why not? They moved the Duke Blue
Devils around the field with almost ease and at their
will; they exhibited one of the finest displays of sheer
might and deception plus ability that had ever
been seen anywhere; and most of all, they showed
they had the will to win, though their every move was
seemingly one against the Fates. We believe Clemson to be one of the best teams in the nation, though
the scores of three games do not show it.
Whether or not Clemson can go to the Gator Bowl if
gets the bid (and we believe it will) is up to the Atlantic
Toast Conference, whose by-laws now allow only "a team
|o go to a bowl." However, this is the last year of the
)range Bowl pact. There is a meeting on December 6
/hich could greatly affect the by-laws; until then, noling can be done about accepting the bid.
Nevertheless, Clemson has a good team. It is generally thought that Clemson would have had a much
Jasier and better game with Oklahoma than Duke. Duke
/as not down for the game; both teams were up—they
both played with the spirit of a dying man clutching for
preath. Each one needed the game—only one team,
Clemson, won the game. Of course, much is to be said
[or the score of the game which showed Duke to be
le winner, but then, who can fight Lady Luck?
Many times we have said that the Tigers are the
Itrongest, the best, the most determined, the most footlall minded, the smartest, and the most underrated. We
lave also said that the Tigers, individually and as a unit,
Ire the finest bunch of guys with the biggest hearts we
jave ever seen anywhere. Who can deny that now?
We have never seen a team which, though one
team gets a lot of the credit, can work so well together. We have never seen a team which had so
much guts and so much determination. The spirit
that Clemson displayed Saturday against Duke is the
greatest display of heart we have ever seen. A team
hindered by fumbles, penalties, and many other little
things when it really counted, which can go on to
outfight another team which has so much to gain and t
so much to lose for the entire game does have determination, spirit, guts, or whatever one choses to call
what the Tigers have got. The Tigers never gave up
—that is the mark, not only of a powerhouse and unit,
of a great team from any standpoint.
From the purely technical standpoint, look at the
James played on Saturday. The Tigers beat Rice 20-7;
|he Owls beat the nation's number one team, 7-6.
shouldn't that make people sit up and take notice?
People will say we're biased—we are. Clemson does
lave a fine team, so we are biased in their direction.
Nevertheless, whether or not Clemson did have a winding team, we don't believe that we could leave the
Tigers. We are not that kind of a friend. If nothing else,

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

By BOB BURNS
Coach Banks McFadden's Tiger
cross-country
trackmen
captured the runner-up position
in the fifth annual A.C.C. crosscountry meet run at Winston
Salem on Monday, Nov. 18. The
Bengal fleetmen were outclassed only by the North Carolina
Tarheels, who took first place
with a total of 45 points. The
second place Tigers had 89
points.

tions to be dropped. Although
USC would still have cme in
last, their strongest trackman,
Bill Latham, would have taken
the first place position, had
another Gamecock been entered. Latham's time for the four
mile course was 22:21.6. David
Scurlock of UNC moved up to
first with a time of 22:38.5.
Clemsons Walt Tyler, 3rd place
candidates, held a close 22:55.5.

the Bengals will be the South
Carolina state cross - cuntry
championship to be held Friday, Nov. 22, at Furman, in
which the Tigers should be
strong favorites.
Team Scores
1. North Carolina (1, 4, 7, 15,
18) — 45.
2. CLEMSON (3, 9, 12, 31, 34)
—89.
3. Maryland (2, 13, 21, 25,
33) — 94.
4. N. C. State (6, 14, 19, 20,
38)—97.
5. Duke (5, 22, 23, 24, 30)
—104.
6. Virginia (10, 16, 17, 26,
40)—109
7. Wake Forest (8, 11, 29, 35,
37)—121.
8. South Carolina.

The meet gave the Bengals
a chance to show their true
The Tigers took 3rd, 9th,
strength among the A.C.C.
12th, 31th, and 34th positions
contenders and also a chance
to capture the second place
to avenge a defeat suffered
position. Taking the 3rd place
from the Wake Forest Deacons
spot was the fleetmens strongearlier in the season.
The
est runner, Walt Tyler, who
fleetmen finished their reghas led the Tigers in five of
ular season with a won three
their six meets. Dale Tins—lost two record. The Tigers
ley and Leon Newman also
other loss came from a close
placed high by taking the 9th
match with the Tarheels in Clemson results
and 12th spots. John Dunkeltheir opening meet. Victims of
1. Walt Tyler—22.55.5
burg and John Beason came
the Tigers this year included
in 4th and 5th among the
2. Dale Tinsley—23:36
—South Carolina, North CaroBengal entries.
3. Leon Newman—23:46
lina State, and Furman.
' The A.C.C. meet had pitted
4. John Dunkleburg—25:48
all of their members in the meet.
The Tiger fleetmen finished
5. John Beason—25:53.5
However the University of South their regular season last week
6. Cordelius Donelan—26:49
Carolina failed to have five en- with a victory over Furman.
7. George Venturella—27:51
tries, thus causing their posi- The only remaining meet for

the members of the team themselves are enough to make
a friend out of us. A team with the scholarly, the comical, the serious, and the "I don't care" guys as the Tigers
are blessed with are hard to come by these days. Not
only do they have tremendous ability, they have a great
sense of humanity. The Tigers are it in our book!
ROUNDING UP CLEMSON SPORTS
We urge every member of the student body to get
in with the intramural program and make himself
eligible for the trophy to be awarded at the end of
the year. Bill Wilhelm is knocking himself out to
make the greatest intramural program ever—let's
help him, starting with the pocket billiards and table
tennis tourneys. .. . We must add our congratulations
to Coach Banks McFadden on a fine job in his first
year as cross country coach; of course, to the members of the team, you did great this year. . . . Swimming is still looking for some men to compete in
varsity and freshman competition; remember there's
a varsity block in it if you compete regularly. . . .
Basketball, under the able guidance of Press Maravich, begins here December 2. For you upperclassmen, you know how great last year's games were;
you frosh should learn, for this year's schedule will
be even tougher, but it will be one in which the
Tigers make their leap into ACC competition.

All you can eat for $2.00 per person
Green Beans
Macaroni & Cheese
Vegetable Slaw

Chicken Pie
Brunswick Stew

Coffee
Strawberry Short Cake

Farm Implements — Sporting Goods

TELEPHONE GR 3-7034

Serving This Section Since 1895

4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123

WiLBUB JUST WOKE UP TO

J5 tablets
ia handy tin
69<

•*/*

TASTY FREEZE
DRIVE-IN
All flavors of Shakes & Sundaes
Hot Dogs and All Kinds of
Sandwiches
College Ave.,
Clemson, S. C.

Ever meet a fanatic?

Don't let that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in class
... or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDo?
Awakener! In a few minutes,
you'll be your normal best...
wide awake . . . alert! Your
doctor will tell you—NoDoz
Awakeners are safe as coffee,
keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 35e

Private Parry Menu

ball game this year."
Grid Notes And Sidelights ...
If ol' Santa Claus fails to visit
the Duke University football
team next month, we think
they'll know why ... it seems
that the Christmastime visitor
paid an early visit to Durham
last weekend. . .
(Continued on Page 7)

Clemson's Rifle Team was
middle man in a triangular
shoulder-to-shoulder small bore
match with Wofford College and
Furman University on Friday,
15 Nov.
Furman won the three-way
match with 1367 of a possible
1500 points. Clemson was seccond with 1355 points. Wofford
also-ran with 1305 points.
Clemson's high scorer for
the match was William Hayden of Orangeburg with 277
of a possible 300 points.

He's got just one thing uppermost in his mind.
If he's looking f6r a job he's thinking only of
pay or only of security. Reasonable men, however, weigh these and many other factors when
they're evaluating career possibilities. Such
factors as opportunity, challenging work, training, professional associates—things fanatics
never bother to consider.

The Bell Telephone Companies have a booklet for reasonable men. It's called "Challenge
and Opportunity." It's not the sort of thing
that'll make a fanatic's eyes light up, but it
ought to interest a thoughtful young manwhatever his college background—who is
weighing career possibilities. Get it from your
Placement Officer or send the coupon.

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!

REBEL ROOM

Cat Fish
Fried Chicken
Fried Cured Ham

a scholarly ex-English professor
who was hailed as conference
Coach-of-the-Year last season,
will bring a very young, inexperienced outfit to town this
weekend. The seniors on the
Baptist club's roster can be
counted on one hand. This fact
lends some reason to the dreary

PAUL AMEN
Head Coach

Rifleers Second
In Tri-Meet

THE FACT THAT HE'S IN CLASS!

The Southerner

EDDIE MOORE
Center and Co-Captain

autumn that Wake boosters have
undergone and presents the skeptical railbird with an idea of
what Coach Amen's problems
are regarding football at Wake
Forest.
The visitors, 14-27 losers to
West Virginia last week, have
no individual star in their offensive attack which, incidentally, resembles the Clemson
mode of assault; however, a
lanky junior by the name of
Jim Dalrymple is slated to
direct their offense from his
quarterback slot. Dalrymple
will be understudied by Charley Parker, a tall sophomore
from New Bern, N. C. At the
halfbacks, Amen will employ
stocky Bill Pegram, another
junior, and Pete Barham, the
lone senior in the opening
backfield unit. All four of the
Deac fullbacks are sophs and
Neil MacLean, a 6:0, 195
pounder from Lumberville,
Pa., is scheduled to start. MacLean is regarded as a topflight all-round back and is
also a threat as a field-goal
specialist.
Tom Swatzel, a tremendous
245 pound tackle, is the chief
stalwart in the Deacon forward
wall, which has had extreme difficulty in stopping the opposition this year.
A 210 pound junior, Frank
Thompson, mans the other tackle.
On the flanks, Aubrey Currie and
Leon Lewis are likely starters.
Currie is 6 feet even, weighs
200 and hails from Laurel Hill,
N. C, where he played six-man

football in high school. Lewis is
rated as a good pass receiver
and is 6:2, 195. The guards ar«
Hugh Lewis and Bruce Smathen,
a pair of hefty juniors. Eddi«
Moore, one of the co-captains, is
the starting center.
End Coach Bob Jones scouted
the Baptists in their losing effort last week in Winstton-Salem
and describes the opposition as
... "a good ball club despite th«
fact that they have not won a

College Employment Supervisor
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

Please send me your free booklet, "Challenge and Opportunity"
Name
Address..
City
College
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STARTING UNIT NOT PICKED

White Is Soph
Tigers Pit New "Give And Go" Offense OfWeeklnACC
Against Georgia In First Game, Dec. 4 For Third Time

By MIKE COSTAS
The Clemson College Bengal
Basketeers begin the 1957-1958
schedule this year with a tough
University of Georgia team in
the Clemson gym the first Wednesday after the students return
from the Thanksgiving Holidays.
From the first game until the
end of the season the Tigers are
going to have one of the toughest schedules that they have ever
had.
The University of Georgia has
lost only one of its last year's
members and proves to be a
team ready to prove the capabilities of this entirely new
Tiger basketball team.
The Bengals will play on a
new floor, play in new uniforms,
and have new offense and defense plays to stun all of the
fans who will come to watch
one of the best basketball teams
to ever hit the Clemson College
campus.
Coach Maravich has been
j working the team on new offenses that will be most effective
1 against the man-to-man type
(Sense and offenses that will
penetrate the zone defense with
fth greatest of ease. While running these plays the team seems
to be showing a great deal of
hustle, team play, and the desire to win may games for the
j attending fans and students.
At this stage Coach Maravich has yet to choose the
starting five, hut the nod seems
to have been given to Ed
Brinkley (6-6), Tom Cameron
(6-2), Frank Clark (6-7) Dutch

Shample (6-0), and George
Krajack (6-3),
It seems that not only the
football team but also the basketball team will be composed
of some very fine sophomores
this year.

Others that will see a great
deal of action with the varsity
are Jim Lewis (6-3) who is a
fine jump shooter that bohunked last year, sophomores Bill
Warren (6-3), Don Carver (6-4),
and Jim Hudson (6-4) who fit

well into Coach Maravich's new
give-and-go system which will
go under the baptisimal fire
when the Bengals meet Georgia.
Doug Hoffman (6-2) who is
a rugged rebounder is fighting
hard for a berth and will prob-

POSSIBLE STARTING QUINTET

A possible starting lineup for the December 4
opening game for the Tigers against the University of Georgia could be (top left) George
Krajack and (bottom left) at forwards, Frank

[TOTAL AND RUSHING

Clarke (center) at center, and "Dutch" Shawpie (top right) and Tom Cameron (bottom
right) at guards. However, there could be
changes in this lineup before the game.

Follow The Tigers

.Bengals Move Ahead In
Conference Statistics
By BOB BURNS
\
Despite a disheartening loss to the Duke Blue Devils
the Clemson Tigers continued to move ahead in conference statistics. The Bengals lead in total offense by a
greater margin than that of last week and also took over
in rushing offense. The Tigers remained second in passing offense and moved up to third in total defense.
The Tigers have piled up
to lose. It is a certainty that
some 2,567 yards for a 320.9
this ranking could only underyards per game total offense
rate the strong Tigers. Clemaverage. A 399 total offense
son has a great team, one of
yardage against Duke raised
the finest that they have ever
the average some eleven yards
been blessed with, and if
per game. A strong rushing
there is a doubt of a good
attack raised the Bengals to
bowl representative, CLEMthe top with 243.2 yards per
SON could fill any invitation
game. Although their passing
with as great and strong a
in the last game did not reach
team as possible.
their average, the Tigers still
| remained second.
Having allowed their opponents only 221 yards per game,
IThe Tigers have given up an
|average of 160 yards per game
Student tickets for the Furrushing and 61 in passing.
man game on November 30
White Continues Climb
during Thanksgiving Holidays
In the individual statistics, will go on sale Monday at
larvey White continued to raise 8:00 a. m. in the field house
iis total yardage for the season ticket office. Student tickets
and almost overtook the second are $1.00 while* date tickets
place position. During the game for the game are $3.50.
Students who wish to purDuke, Harvey, having one
chase tickets must present
'his best games f the season,
their ID cards at the main
passed and ran for a total of 132
Shards, only 14 yards behind ticket office in order to re)uke's second place Carlton who ceive their tickets. These ticias played in nine games. Har- kets will be marked as student
/ey ranks second in conference tickets; students will enter
Sirrine Stadium in Greenville
massing although he has a much
through a special student gate.
setter average and yardage than
I the top man, Whitley of Vir- Season date tickets are not
ginia. Out of 54 attempts, Har- good for this game.
Seniors and Juniors may
Ivey has completed 27 for 442
lyards, seven of these being for pick up their tickets on MonTtouchdowns. If White is .able to day from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Soprow for two more touchdowns phomores and Freshmen may
get their tickets from 8 a.m. to
fn the next two games, he wili
lave established a new confer- 7 p.m. on Tuesday. Any person who is unable to get his
ence record.
ticket on these days may get
Fullback Bob Spooner,, has al- it on Wednesday morning
so continued to rank high from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
among A.C.C. contenders. Spoon► has some 318 yards in 74
Quote of the Week: Coach
harries to give him a 4.3 yard
Frank Howard at Monday's
per carry average.
practice: "Well, boys, it looks
The Bengals have seemed to like us and Oklahoma will have
[raise their average after the to start new winning streaks
outcome of each game. The Saturday."
Tigers were 14th in the nation
I before meeting the 11th ranked
For the first time since the seaI Blue Devils, but the loss drop- son opened a Clemson player
ped them to 19th. Although has the scoring lead all by himcompletely
outplaying
the self.
Fullback Bob Spooner
Duke's, the Bengals received tallied
the lone touchdown
more bad breaks than were against Duke and now has 24
probable for any one team in points. Four other players have
a single game to cause them 18 each, one 13 and another 12.

Furman Tickets
On Sale Monday

DATE

DAY

Dec. 4
Dec. 6
Dec. 7
Dec. 10

Wed.
Fri.

Dec. 19
Dec. 20
Dec. 21

Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

Dec. 30
Dec. 31

Tues.

Jan. 3
Jan. 4
Jan. 11
Jan. 14
Jan. 18
Jan. 25
Feb. 1
Feb. 4
Feb. 13
Feb. 14
Feb. 20
Feb. 22
"eb. 24
March 1
March 6
March 7
March 8

Mon.

Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Tues.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Fri.
Thurs.
Sat.
Mon.
Sat.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

OPPONENT

SITE

Georgia

Clemson
*Diike
Durham, N. C.
*North Carolina**
Chapel Hill, N. C.
*N. C. State
Clemson
Carrousel Classic, Charlotte, N.C. (N)
Carrousel Classic, Charlotte, N.C. (N1
Carrousel Classic, Charlotte, N.C. (N)
(Three Games)
G. Bowl T'nament, J'sonville, Fla. (N)
G. Bowl T'nament, J'sonville, Fla. (N)
(Two Games)
'Virginia
Clemson
*Maryland
Clemson
*South Carolina
Columbia
*Wake Forest
Winston-Salem, N. C.
*North Carolina**
Clemson
The Citadel**
Clemson
*N. C. State
Raleigh, N. C.
*Duke
Charlotte, N. C. (N)
College Park, Md.
'Maryland
'Virginia
Charlottesville, Va,
*South Carolina
Clemson
Furman
Greenville
*Wake Forest
Clemson
Furman
Clemson
ACC Tournament
Raleigh, N. C.
ACC Tournament
Raleigh, N. C.
ACC Tournament
Raleigh, N. C.
(Single Game Elimination)

By TOM ANDERSON III
Six winters ago, two men
were watching the Greenwood
High School "B" team run
through their daily football drills.
One of the men was the head
coach at G.H.S. the other was
the team physician. Their gaze
was directed toward a tall,
gaunt eight-grader who was doing a fair job of leading his
youthful team-mates through a
limbering-up exercise. Confidently, the club doctor nodded
his head and said, "That boy is
gonna be a great ball-player
some day." Truer words were
never spoken, for the recipient
of that compliment was a gangling, overgrown kid named Harvey White-

ably see much action with the
varsity team this year. Walt
Gibbons (6-7) and Ed Moncrief
are struggling with Frank Clark
for the center position.
Still
to be reckoned with is Vince
Yokel (6-3) who had an aver
age of about twenty points per
game last year.
When asked about this year's
team Coach Maravich made
the following statement: "The
best that I can say about this
year's varsity team is that the
varsity boys have shown a lot
of desire, and they are hustling, and we will get more
team play than we have ever
Harvey White has already
had before. Defense is our
realized his admirer's predicbiggest worry, and I hope the
tion, if only on the strength
boys will work hard at it
of his incredible prep career.
when they are on the floor.
Add a sensational season as a
If we can improve our defense
rat quarterback in 1956 and
average and minimize our
you will come up with even a
faults, we can surprise many
greater ball-player. Now, conof the Tigers' pponents."
Coach Maravich has had the sider his accomplishments in
team working on many new va- this, his initial season with
riations to use during the com- the Clemson varsity, and that
ing season which should serve optimistic statement of six
a dual role of pleasing the at- years past will seem like an
tending fans and students and understatement. Ask Warren
beat many of the teams that the Giese, or Jess Neely, or Tom
Bengals will meet on the hard- Mont, or Bill Murray. This
foul-some has felt the terrific
wood.
sting of White's tremendous
This year's team will play
athletic prowess more directly
on a new gym floor, dress in
than other '57 foes have.
new uniforms and warm-ups,
and use many new offensive
The casual blond bomber has
and defensive plays. The team earned A.C.C. Sophomore-ofpromises to be one of the the-Week honors for three conflashiest in the A.C.C. this secutive performances; this fact
year.
in itself establishes one conference mark for the big passing
wizard. Last Saturday, against
Duke University's touted Blue
Imps, White enjoyed his best
offensive day of the current
campaign. Skeptics concerning
his ability are nil now, it can
be assured. His fabulous running
efficiency was also extremely
apparent in the Duke contest.
White's passing yardage accumulation ranks him third
among all-time Clemson sophomores for yards gained passing. He's tossed 54 times, connected on 27 for 442 yards via
air. Seven of these throws put
six points on the Clemson tally
sheet. Billy Hair (644) and
Don King (706) are the exTig greats who are ahead of
White in the passing category.
The phenomenal honor student
needs only 143 yards to amass a
JIM DALRYMPLE
new Clemson total offense mark.
Quarterback
White has 612 yards to his creWake Forest
dit while Ray Mathews the cur-

THIS WEEK: Oh no, they
couldn't:
Burns
14-20
Glenn
13-20
Anderson „_ . .
13-20
Ausband
13-20
Costas
..
.
12-20
Shick
11-20
Westbrook
6-20
LAST WEEK: Oh, well, the
same all year:
Glenn
104-151
Ausband
100-151
Costas
100-151
Anderson
94-151
66-98
Burns —
Shick
43-78
Westbrook
65-151

College Mourns
RadcIiff'sDeath
Clemson College, and especially the Athletic Department, mourns the death of
Charles Radcliff, Jr. Radcliff,
a full back and place kicker
on the Tigers' 1950 Orange
Bowl Champion team and
1951 Gator Bowl runnerups,
was killed in an airplane collision Monday, November 11
during duty for the U. S. Air
Force.
During his varsity work in
the years 1950-52 Radcliff set
a record of seventy good
place kicks which still stands
at the college. Thirty-seven
of these points-after came in
their 1950 unbeaten but oncetied season, 23 in 1951 and
the remaining ten in 1953.
A native of Norfolk, Virginia, Radcliff was married
and the father of a fifteen
month old baby. Funeral services were held in the base
chapel at Craig Air Force
Base, Texas, and burial was
to be in Birmingham, Alabama.

rent pace setter, accounted for
815 back in 1947.
Statistics are dull, but witnessing them being created certainly
isn't. White has created his share
in his rookie season for Coach
Frank Howard. 'Tis probable
that Bengal fans will watch
many more hundreds of yards
go on those old data tables before this boy who became a man
on Big Thursday completes his
Clemson has averaged 19.8
exploits under the Clemson ban- points p§r game this year at
ner.
compared to the opponents' 8.3.

STONE BROTHERS
GREENVILLE, S. C.
"Complete Outfitters for Men, Young Men and Students*

[By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co.,Ltd., London

SUPER-WETTING
Yardley Shaving Foam keeps the beard saturated throughout
the shave. Gives a professional shave in one-half the time. $1

WHAT IS A REPTILE WITH
SUPERNATURAL POWERS!

WHAT IS A GLASS GUN*

JIRAL COOPER

Crystal Pistol

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE

WHAT IS AN ANGRY EIGHT-YEAR-OIO*

IT'S ONLY MONEY—but shoot your loot on any
brand but Luckies, and it's so much lost cost! You
see, a Lucky is all fine tobacco. Superbly light
tobacco to give you a light smoke . . . wonderfully
good-tasting tobacco that's toasted to taste even
better. Matter of fact, a Lucky tastes like a million
bucks—and all you're paying is Pack Jack! So make
your next buys wise ... make 'em packs of Luckies!
You'll say a light smoke's the right smoke for you.

WHAT ARE A SHEEP'S OPINIONS*

STUCK FOR DOUGH?

START STICKLING!
RICHARD HIIDRCTH

Riled Child

IUTLEA U.

WHAT'S A NASTY,
COTTON-PICKIN' BUG*

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

A/3C DAVID KEUY
YAlt

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
YARDLEY OF LONDON,

Newstand

Tally For
Vt'ePick'Em

how about sticking around? TT?
Since there will not be *
TIGER next week due to the
holidays, we urge all student*
that can possibly, to come to
the Furman game. Even though
Wake Forest and Furman arc
considered weak sisters in their
respective
conferences,
w«
cannot afford to let our spirit
dwindle.
Furman's goal every year Is
to upset Clemson. They will
always put up a good fight and
if we aren't on the stick, they
could possibly give us a bad
time.
There will be no Pep Rally
next week. Let's save all the
spirit for the game. Don't forget
we are having a Pep Rally thil
week.
Raise Hell at the next two
games—We'll see you in Jacksonville!!!

NOTE: All home games will begin at 8 p. m.
'Conference Game

». HOCHIAU*
anooKiYN coii.

Ewe's Views

WHAT'S A BURGLARIZED EGYPTIAN TOMB*

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

Fountain Service

The spirit at the Duke game
was terrific, with the aid of the
bottled spirrits. Our 400 students drowned out their 2,000
students—The team played an
excellent game and every person at Clemson College should
be proud of the Tigers. Even
though we lost the game by
the score, our victory in spirit
and power far surpassed the
Blue Devils. We still have an
excellent chance to go to a
Bowl. Let's not let the boys
down at the Wake Forest game
this week-end.
They gave
everything they had, and more,
against Duke, but they did not
loose this drive after the game.
They are ready for Wake Forest!!!
There will be a Pep Rally at
6 o'clock Friday night on the
Quadrangle. Since the Pep Rally will be right after supper,

\v

TIGER TAVERN

Sandwiches

BY THE
A>>
CLEM'SON CHEERLEADERS

INC.

Evil Weevil

CDWARD ROHRBACH
CANNON COIL

Stripped Crypt

MAKE '25
We'll pay $25 for every Stickler
we print—and for hundreds more
that never get used! So start
Stickling—they're so easy you
can think of dozens in seconds!
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all with youname, address, college and claf
to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

.IGHT UP A Ught SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!

Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from th»
original English formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. 620 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

Product of c4Cjm^Uean-tA^eeo-€^>y>a>y'm Jawueo-ii our middle mm

JA.T.CS.

V*
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FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP TONIGHT

"Fivers" Win In Top
Intramural First Rourd
By JERRY AUSBAND
E-F "5" poured the coal on to trounce Nu Epsilon in
the first day's intramural touch football playoffs. The
E-F "Fivers" pulled the surprize of the day by running
up the largest score of the entire season, 46-6, over Nu
Epsilon who had been previously unbeaten.
In other Tuesday afternoon
games in the campus football
championship, B5-A6 defeated
the Old Pros in the closest
game of the day, 20-12 while
the Vets won by forfeit over the
Victors who failed to show up.
The championship bracket was
cut to single game elimination
because of inclement weather.
Seven teams, three from the
Orange League, two from the
Blue League, and two from
the Tiger League were nomi-pated for the championship
, bracket because of their seasonal records. B5-A6, Victors,
Vets, C7,8, E-F 5, Nu Epsilon,
and Old Pros were the teams
in the playoffs. C7,8 was seeded first by virtue of their 5-0
record, while B5-A6 was second seeded.
Yesterday's schedule in the
semi-finals pitted the number
one team, which drew a bye,
against the E-F "Fivers," a
game which could have created
some sort of a crowd since the
"Fivers" were then established
as favorites by virtue of their
46-6 trouncing of the Nu Eps.
In the other game, the Vets were
scheduled against B5-A6.
Championship To Be Decided
The winners of the two games
will play tonight on the lighted
field, or practice football field,
for the campus intramural touch
football championship. The
championship will be the second on the campus and will
contribute points toward the
campus intramural championships.
The final standings of the
season are:
ORANGE LEAGUE
W L Pet. Pts. Op.
8
B5-A»
4 0 1.000 65
.750 41 10
Victors _ — — _ 3 1
.750 19
8
Vets .... _ — _ — 3 1
.250 20 31
B7
1 3
.200
3 33
C8-B5 .... — — .- — 1 5
.000 12 64
Eaiders —. _
0 5
BLUE LEAGUE
W L
C7-8 .... _ — .__ 5 0
E-F "5"
. —
4 1
Bks. 5
— _.. 2 3
Band Co. _ _
1 3
A7, 8
.... 1 3
Vikings
— —
0 4

Pet. Pts. Op.
1.000 47
0
.800 76 15
.400 25 52
8 49
.250
.250
7
8
.000
4 50

TIGER LEAGUE
W L Pet. Pts. Op.
^Tu Epsilon — — _.. 4 0 1.000 10 ■ o
Old Pros .._
— 4 0 1.000 25 18
D2. 3
2 2
.530
8 19
8th Bks., East __ .... 0 3
.000 12 15
«'7th Bks
0 3
.000
0
3
"Sth Bks.. West
0 3
.000
0
3
•Disqualified alter third forfeiture.

'Father of IPTAY1
Rupert Fike To Be
Honored Sat.
The "Father of IPTAY" will
be honored Saturday morning
when an oil painting of the organization's founder will be unveiled in the Clemson field house
lobby.
The late Dr. Rupert Howard
Fike of Moultrie, Ga., got to
gether six or seven men back in
1934 and suggested IPTAY (I
Pay Ten A Year) to support athletic teams at Clemson. The goal
was to get 100 members. Last
year the organization counted
7,521
J. C. Littlejohn, retired
business manager of Clemson,
will give the address and Rupert Howard Fike III, grandson of Dr. Fike, will perform
the unveiling. Head coach
Frank Howard will also have
a few remarks and Br- S. J.
L. Crouch, retired minister of
Fort Hill Presbyterian Church,
is to give the invocation and
benediction. Calhoun Lemon of
Barnwell, president of IPTAY,
will preside
The portrait, measuring 32x36,
was painted by Miss Alicia Rhett
of Charleston,
After IPTAY was organized
Dr. Fike served as its president
for 20 years and he was also a
long-time member of the athletic council at Clemson,
The club came into being in
a period when Clemson's athletic
team had sunk to a low ebb.
The idea was that anyone —
Clemson alumnus or not—who
wanted to see the Tigers retain
a high ranking in the athletic
world would contribute $10 or
more a year. The money collected by IPTAY each year is used
solely for athletic scholarships.
Since 1934 IPTAY has become almost a religion among
Clemson supporters. Today it
is the lifeblood of Clemson
athletics. It has seen football
at the college change from a
sport with second-rate success
to an activity that has made
the school a national football
power with consistently high

*****

Tennis, Billards
Deadlines Set
Deadlines for entries in the
two ladder tournaments in intramurals, pocket billiards and
table tennis, have been set by
Bill Wilhelm, Intramural Director, for 5:00 on Tuesday, November 26, the day before Clemson closes for Thanksgiving holidays.
The tournaments, as explained closely in last week's
TIGER, will begin on December 2. Individuals may enter,
but in order to gain points
for their team towards the intramural championship,
at
least three must enter from
each team.
Wilhelm also announced that
the little gym would be open on
December 2 for practice in preparation for the basketball tournament.
Ent»y deadline for
teams entering in the double
elimination tournament will be
at noon, Thursday, December
19. Play will begin on January
6.
In addition, two trophies will
be awarded at the end of the
year for the all-over intramural
champion and for the boy at
Clemson who is chosen the outstanding intramural participant.
The top intramural team will
be chosen on the basis of its
points accrued at the end of
the year in the various sports.
The
outsstanding
participant
will be judged on the basis of
participation
in
the twelve
sports, ability, enthusiasm towards the program, sportsmanship, and leadership.
ranking teams.
Primarily, IPTAY has educated more than 800 students in its
more than two decades of success. It has also been a strong
morale factor in Clemson's rising reputation in the sports
world.
Dr. Fike, a graduate of the
class of 1908, was the guiding light behind IPTAY's
growth during the infant years
and before his death last year
he saw the Tigers go to four
bowl games and win conference
championships
three
times. Since his death another
bowl and another championship have been added.

We Pick Em
AUSBAND

ANDERSON

Clemson over Wake Forest
Tennessee over Kentucky
Michigan State over Kansas State
Maryland over Virginia
Dartmouth over Princeton
Auburn over Florida State
Duke over North Carolina
Georgia Tech over Florida
N. C. State over South Carolina
Illinois over Northwestern
Rice over Texas Christian
Alabama over Mississippi Sou.
Ohio State over Michigan
Pittsburgh over Penn State
Iowa over Notre Dame
Syracuse over West Virginia
Wisconsin over Minnesota
Oklahoma over Nebraska
Davidson over Furman
Vanderbilt over Citadel

Clemson
Tennessee
Michigan State
Maryland
Princeton
Auburn
Duke
Georgia Tech
N. C. State
Illinois
T. C. U.
Alabama
Michigan
Pitt
Notre Dame
West Virginia
Minnesota
Oklahoma
Furman
Vandy

BURNS
Clemson
Tennessee
Michigan State
Maryland
Dartmouth
Auburn
Duke
Florida
N. C. State
Illinois
Rice
Alabama
Ohio State
Pitt
Iowa
Syracuse
Wisconsin
Oklahoma
Davidson
Vandy

COSTAS
Clemson
Tennessee
Michigan State
Maryland
Dartmouth
Auburn
Duke
Georgia Tech
N. C. State
Illinois
Rice
Alabama
Ohio State
Pittsburgh
Notre Dame
Syracuse
Wisconsin
Oklahoma
Davidson
Vanderbilt

"White/' Jordan Emerges As Great End
By MIKE COSTAS
One of the newest men to be
recognized on the Tiger team
this year is senior right end
Ronald Jordan.
Ronald, or "Whitey" as most
everyone knows him by, was
born in Florence, South Carolina on May the fourteenth, 1936.
"Whitey" attended McClenghan Hi while at Florence, and
while he was in high school he
played basketball, short stop on
the Yellow Jacket baseball team,
and end in football for the Jackets.
When "Whitey" was a senior
he went to the Shrine Bowl at
Charlotte, N. C, and was chosen
for All-State honors.
The Tigers have used "Whitey"
from his freshman year until
the present and will probably
have him finish the season if nothing happens.
"Whitey" married Miss Kappy Stewart who had been the
Homecoming Queen for Florence Hi her senior year just
before he entered his junior
year here at Tiger Town. They
now have a twenty month old
daughter whom they have
named Kim.
It is interesting to note that
"Whitey" is the only man from
Florence who has ever made
good in a sport while attending
Clemson College.
Education is the field that
"Whitey" is majoring in while
attending Clemson.
As a junior Jordan was a first
line reserve, and he was on the
first team during spring practice.
When the Tigers met North
Carolina State in Death Valley

spectacular plays of the year
was the White to Jordan sixtyfive yard pass which was good
for Clemson's first touchdown
against the Terps.
Last week when the Tigers
met Duke a White to Jordan
twenty-four yard pass set up the
lone Tiger score of the game.
"Whitey" has caught five
passes and gained 181 yards on
these to have a final average
of 36.2 yards. "Whitey's" two
touchdowns are responsible for
twelve of the Tiger's points.
It seems that a White to Jordan pass is one of the best combinations ever to be seen on the
Clemson College campus.

Barbary threw to Jordan for a
twelve yard gain; that has been
the shortest pass that he has
caught this season. The spotlight
was first shown on "Whitey" in
the slaughter of South Carolina
when Harvey White threw to him
for that sixty yard gain in Lie
last few minutes of the third
quarter for the final touchdown
of the game. During the stomping of Rice, Jordan again received from White for twenty
yards to set up the first r.'^L
touchdown—this was "Whitey's'
first Touchdown.
When the Tigers met the
University of Maryland in
Death Valley one of the most

GEORGE JOHNSON
Tackle and Co-Captain
Wake Forest
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TEN SENIORS
(Continued from Page 4)
catching with five covering 181 understudy, White, Barbary is
yards. Two of his catches have nonetheless considered a vital
gone for scores, one 20 yarder cog in Clemson's football maand another for 65. He also snag- chine.
ged one for 60 yards but lacked
Spooner is the team's leadin
a yard in going across.
rusher, having had more rusher1
The lone tackle who will not
(74) and gained more yards
be around in '58 is Jack Bush
(318)
in the first eight games
of Atlanta, Ga. He's served as
a reserve lineman since coming this season than in the two preto Clemson but his services have vious seasons combined. The big
been invaluable. Bush is an New Yorker, who wears contact lens on the field, is also
alumnus of Roosevelt High.
the top scorer (24 points). In
A two-year staater, Donnie his three years on the varsity he
Bunton of Pelzer, is ending four has only been thrown for a
years of Clemson football as a single yard loss, that coming in
center and linebacker. He has the Furman game last season.
also called defensive signals for For his career, with two games
two seasons, and is considered a to go, he has rushed 139 times
very versatile player. His high for 578 yards, or an average of
school career reached its zenith 4.2.
when he played in the Shrine
Bunton, Grdijan, Bruorton,
Bowl in Charlotte, N. C, despite
the fact that he came from a Kaltenbach, Few, Jordan and
Spooner are married.
relative small school.
The only two backs being
lost are quarterback Bill Barbary and fullback Bob Spooner. Barbary of Taylors and
Spooner of Ogdensburg, N. Y.,
are both enjoying their best
seasons. "Big Bill" was on the
squad in '55 but in prep school
last year. He has come back
a much-improved player and
has led the "shock troops"
since the season's third game.
His blocking is considered tops,
even though he hasn't received as many press raves as his
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Hot Shoppe
and

The Hot Shoppe
Restaurant
Jack Freeman and Walter Dorn
Owners
NORTH MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.

Tigers Give Devils The Blues
WE KNOW THE REAL STORY

team, offensively and defensively. Only a momentary lapse on
the touchdown pass play marred
the beautiful defense work of
such dogs as Bill Barbary, Bill
Thomas, Lou Cordileone, Jim
Payne, and John Grdijan. For
example, only eight plays out
of thirty-six in the fourth quarter were run in Clemson territory, the fartherest downfield
being on the Clemson 11 with
Clemson in possession.
Duke Outplayed
Duke had only two penetrations
which meant anything at all.
One was all the way with the
touchdown pass from Bob Brodhead to Wray Carleton starting
on the 35. The only other Devil
threat was to the Clemson 23
in the second quarter.
In all Clemson was stopped
six out of seven times on drives
which should have been touchdowns. The other drive went
America candidate and guard is
quoted as saying in his dressing
room after the game, "Thank
goodness I don't have to play
these guys again. I was beat
up more in that game than in
any other game in my career."
Clemson was simply the best

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
gnanxee/iA

for the touchdown. Drives to
the Duke 28 stopped by a fumble, to the Duke 18 stopped
by incomplete passes in the
hands of receivers, to the Duke
five stopped by another fumble, to the Duke goal line
stopped by a fumble, to the
Duke 9 stopped one-half inch
from a first down and goal,
and to the Duke 26 just as the
game ended. It was not Duke's
fault that the Tigers did not
score.
The Tigers never gave up at
any time during the game,
though it appeared that anything
they might do would be somehow stopped by fumbles or
dropped passes. It was team
with the greatest display of sheer
power and skill, determination,

and resistance along with good
shape which actually ripped
Duke to shreads, though the 7-6
score does not show it. Whether
lmpala Sport Coupe-new luxury in the Bel Alt Series.
or not the Tigers go to a bowl,
or whether or not they are as
great as spectators say is not a
question of the score—the game
was simply not meant to be for
Clemson.
The loss was not the fault
of any one person, contrary to
the thoughts of some sports
writers around the South.
Every single member of the
team was great, doing his assignment' as best he could—
and that best was great. Not
only were the individuals
great, they played as a team
to make Clemson great. No
one will deny that.
At the time of this writing,
sports writers are expecting
Clemson to go to the Gator B/'scoyne 4-Do<
Bowl, they are expecting Clem- beauty with Body
son to remain as high in the national ratings as they were last
week, and they are expecting
Clemson to be one of the best
teams in the nation next year.
But, why should they expect the
Tigers to be one of the greatest
—they are one of the strongest
and best in the nation right
now.
Clemson would have had a
much easier time with Oklahoma
in the Orange Bowl than Duke
will. Nevertheless, good luck
to the Devils. We only hope
that they do well for the conference in Miami. If Clemson
goes to the Gator Bowl, it is expected that Clemson will do well
for the conference, but more for
themselves.

HIGHWAY ENGINEERS
Mr. T. L. Bransford, Engineer of Research and
In-Service Training will be on the campus Monday, Dec. 2nd to interview all Civil Engineering
seniors who are interested in a career in highway engineering in the Sunshine State—Openings are available in all sections of the State.
Salary range $400 to $525 per month.

Be/ Air 2-Door Sedan-long, low and loaded with W«,

'58 CHEVROLET...
Big and new in style. Boldly new in
power. Brilliantly new in ride. Never
before has there been such a beautiful
way to be thrifty as the '58 Chevrolet!
To see what's new this year, feast your eyes
on Chevrolet!
There's airy new style. That's written all
over Chevrolet. It's nine inches longer! Much
lower, wider. There's brilliant new performance to go with the beauty. The big 250-h.p.'
Turbo-Thrust V8* engine is so new it even

looks different. Feels different, too.
There are two new rides: Full Coil suspension and your optional choice at extra
cost of a real air ride, first time in the field.
There's an even smoother Powerglide, the
one and only Turboglide, and fuel injection
among the superb extra-cost options. There
is a new X-type frame, a bigger windshield,
a new foot-operated parking brake. And two
new super models—the new Bel Air lmpala
Sport Coupe and Convertible. See your
Chevrolet dealer.
*Optional at extra cost.

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers display this famous trademark

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

*

Kansas State
Virginia
Dartmouth

IMPS SHOVED AROUND

By JERRY AUSBAND
The Duke Blue Devils were
ditched by the Clemson Tigers
Saturday, but the mire on the
bank sides was too slippery to
keep the Bengals from falling
into the water even deeper than
the Imps. Not that the driving
rain was that much hindrance
to the Tigers, but something
kept them from laying the score
on the eleventh ranked Devils.
It was one of those days
when the best team did not
win—even the Duke players,
fans, students, and coaches admitted as much after the game.
The comments after the game
were ones of disappointment
from the Clemson students and
players, ones of sour grapes
from many other Clemson
fans, and appreciation from all
Duke concerned.
It was quite evident to persons seeing, hearing, or just looking at the statistics that Clemson pushed Duke all over the
field for four quarters in spacious Duke Stadium which was
host to 22,000 fans despite the
misearable weather. , Statistics
do not prove that Clemson completely dominated play, though
they do prove that Clemson has
the strongest offense in the ACC
and possibly one of the strongest
in the nation. 315 yards to 190
on the ground and 22 first downs
to 13 all in Clemson's favor are
just too much to disregard in
anyone's book. Yet, the story
is deeper that that. It's the story
of a determined team, a team
which never gave up, though its
miscues seemingly would have
made the situation seem impossible.
Tigs Never Gave Up
It was a hard fought football
game, and it was the best in the
ACC for this year. Both teams
were determined to win, both
playing at their peak. Duke's
peak was just not as good as
the Tigers'. Clemson played as
good if not better ball than they
did against Rice and Carolina.
As Roy Hord, Duke's All-
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Letters To Tom

Major Plowden, Glass Of '39,
Receives Air Force Appointment

Headwaiters Speak

Major Plowden, Class of '39, a 16 year veteran in the
Air Force has been nominated for an appointment in the
Regular Air Force according to Headquarters, 85th Air
Division (Defense), Andrews Air Force Base, Washington, D. C.
Major Plowden, Commander
of Headquarters Squadron Section of the 85th Air Division,
was graduated from Simpsonville
High School, Simpsonville, S. C.
in 1936. He then attended Clemson Co'lege where he majored
in Mechanical Engineering. Since
entering the service, Major
Plowden completed the Air Corps
Advanced Flying School at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama.
The major holds the Air Medal with four Oak Leaf Clusters
and the Commendation Ribbon.
He has served overseas tours in
the European Theater during
World War II and with the
Alaskan Command.
Major Plowden is married to
the former Marjorie Edwards of
Darlington, S. C. They have one
son, William Wylie II, age two
years. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Wylie Plowden, live at
5004 Holmes Avenue.

Lighting Aids New
Plant Experiment
A system of high frequency
fluorescent lighting for experimental plant growth chambers
has been successfully tested at
Clemson. Growth conditions are
isolated and controlled.
The development also offers a
new approach to lighting of convention halls, gymnasiums, coliseums and industrial areas of
■inspection and assembly which
require precision light.
The research, began last fall,
is conducted by E. B. Rogers,
associate professor of agricultural engineering, and Carl J.
Turner, assistant agricultural
engineer of the South Carolina
Experiment Station. The work
was requested by the Clemson
botany department.
Environmental chambers,
where light, temperature and
humidity can be controlled, enable scientists to speed up the
cyclic processes in plant production, relates Rogers. "Several
generations of plants per year,"
he says, "can be produced, expediting breeding work to a
great degree."
The Clemson operation, Turner points out, creates greater
light output per lamp and reduces heating in the lighted area.
Dimming can be achieved by
regulation of an output current
control. Other advantages are
its simplified wiring and lightweight fixtures.
"A major disadvantage," admits Turner, "is the high initial
cost of frequency converting
machinery."
A mercury vapor system was
found unsatisfactory for the in
stallation because of improper
spectrum coverage and poor distribution. The conventional fluorescent system was ruled out by
wiring and heating problems.
Rogers and Turner, installing
their experimental system in two
insulated rooms six-feet by ninefeet and nine-feet high, produced 2300 foot-candles of light intensity. A well-lighted classroom,
^observes Rogers, provides only
30 to 50 foot-candles, and a big
city street only one foot-candle.

Reserve Quotas
Being Relaxed
The enlistment quotas in U.
S. Army Reserve have been relaxed. Enlistment of both veterans and non-prior service personnel is now authorized in all
units of the 323rd. The Clemson
units are: Headquarters and
Headquarters Company, Heavy
Mortar Company, Service Company, and Tank Company.
In the case of non-prior servicemen only, new enlistees are
required to begin a six months
tour of active duty within 120
days after enlistment. After
completion of this tour, enlistees
are draft exempt so long as
they continue to attend weekly
meetings satisfactorily. This provision presents a real oportunity to February graduates to
comlete their military ooligations with minimum inconvenience.
The above does not apply to
veterans who upon enlistment in
the reserve incur no active duty
obligation, but merely attend
meetings at the training center
in Clemson.

Mitchell Meets
With Educators
Labor is attempting to work
more closely with the educators
of America. Secretary of Labor
James P. Mitchell met with a
group of outstanding educators in
an effort to assure an adequate
supply of properly educated and
trained manpower for the Nation.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Marion Folsom joined Secretary Mitchell in
welcoming fifty educators, who
are classroom teachers, school
administrators, and officials from
the secondary schools, junior
colleges, and colleges. Dr. Lyman
Ginger, President of the National Education Association, and
president of a number of other
leading educational associations
were in attendance.
Among the other Government
officials participation in the informal discussion were the Assistant to the President for Personnel Management, Mr. Rocco
C. Siciliano, the Under Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. True D.
Morse; the Under Secretary of
HEW, Dr. John A. Perkins;
Chairman of the President's
Committee on Scientists and Engineers, Dr. Howard L. Bevis;
Chairman of the President's
Committee on Education Beyond
the High School, Mr. Devereaux
Josephs; and representatives of
the Armed Services.

Marlboro Names
Representatives
The Phillip Morris Tobacco
Company, makers of Marlboro
Cigarettes, has announced the
appointment of Wade Van Fair
as campus representative for
Marlboro.
He will represent Philip Morris Incorporated in relations with
this newspaper and act in a laison capacity with the New York
office.
Van is an electrical engineer
ing sophomore from Gastonia, N.
C. He is a member of Alpha Phi
Omega, and is an amateur radio
operator.

TIGERS
(Continued from Page 4)
Whoever has read this far
is, we're certain, wondering
about Tig chances for a bid
to the Gator Bowl . . . nothing definite can be established until early next month
when the ACC wheels convene for their bowl powwow. . .
Duke mentor Bill Murray at
a press luncheon . . . "Harvey
White is an outstanding player.
After seeing him run Saturday,
I would rather have him pass. . ."
Glad to hear that Giese's
Gameroosters finally eased back
into the win column . . . that
Big Thursday licking really took
their zest away . • .
These high school bands that
are slated to be on hand Saturday should add a lot of color
to the game ... the people who
are largely responsible for Tiger football teams will be honored this weekend also . . .
welcome IPTAY members!!!
It's gonna take a long time to
forget that loss in Durham last
week . . . Duke fans will not
soon let it fade from memory
either . . .
.Rudy Hayes exhibited his top
form of the season last week . . .
the sturdy "Pickens Powerhouse"
came through with a sterling
performance as he dented the
Devil wall for 108 yards in 13
trys. . .
Watch the Country Gentlemen
Saturday when they DUMP THE
DEACS . . .

by

F. L. Johns
Du Pont
Representative

/ wouldn't be entirely realistic if I said that you can
choose your job location
from Du Pant's 75 plants and
98 laboratories scattered
over 26 states. But Du Pont
does have jobs open in many
of these locations, so there is
a good chance that we may
be able to match your preferences and qualifications
with available openings.

SSUO*

- FOUNTAIN PENS -

Right now, most of the
Du Pont units are east of the
Mississippi, but we have
plants in Texas and on the
Pacific Coast, too. In the past
year plants were completed
in Michigan, California,
Ohio and Georgia. New
plants are also under construction in Kansas, Tennessee, Virginia and North
Carolina. Perhaps one of
these locations has just what
you're looking for in a job.

*****

Esterbrook - Sheaffer - Watermans
all the new styles

Shop

*****

For a complete list of our
plant locations, please write
to me at E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. (Inc.),
2494-B Nemours Building,
Wilmington 98, DeL

Sheaffer Clemson Pencils
*****

Your Ivy League
Clemson - Seneca

WANT TO WORK?

■JIM DANDY FILM SERVICE
"■"£ FCX
Dept. A, NEWBERRY, S. C. «" Moiloe*

Holiday Needs

Headquarters in
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WHEN MAFLED WITH THIS AB

Ball Point Pens

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

The Ldt
refreshment

The "Y" Cabinet is making plans for a Winter Dance
to be held in December for all members of the Cabinet
and Councils. Plans are being made to invite girls from
another college as guests of the "Y" for this occasion. *****
A special treat, or rather two special treats, are in
store for students this Sunday at the YMCA. A deputa<tion from the University of South Carolina will present
the Vesper program at 6:00 p.m. And a feature length
movie on the life of Christ will be shown twice at the
"Y" on Sunday; once after dinner and again after the
Vesper program. The title of the movie is "The Day of
Triumph.".
# * * * *
Bill Hambright was appointed by' the Cabinet to head
a committee to make a survey of Christianity and its effect on the college student. More about this later.
$

" $

$

' )|t

$

The deputation group that went to the University of
Tennessee last week reports a wonderful experience
and a fine response from the students there. Tennessee
will return the deputation in the spring.
Rushing figures in Clemson's
first eight games show that Bill
Mathis' 48-yard run against
Maryland is the longest run
from scrimmage for the Tigers
this year. Close behind is Harvey White's 47-yarder against
Duke and Rudy Hayes is in third
spot with a 38-yard run against
the Blue Devils.

Clemson's longest pass of the
season was a 65-yard strike in
the Maryland game from Harvey White to Whitey Jordan that
was good for a score. The same
combination connected on a 60yarder against South Carolina.
The third longest aerial went
from Bill Barbary to George
Usry in the State game and covered 50 yards and a TD.

DAN'S
Visit us for the best Sandwiches
and Pizzas in town!
Coffee — Soft Drinks
9:30 A.M. TILL MIDNIGHT
;

~"""*" ''""
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER UVING

. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

OPPORTUNITIES AT DU PONT CONTINUE TO GROW
FOR ALL KINDS OF ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

ILMS Developed *Printe

*****

Cal ami

JOB FACTS FROM DU PONT

AT SPECIAL LOW PRICE

For Your
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Faculty Member's
Wife Succumbs
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Fast On* Day Moil Service

Lapsus

and when the blessing is said, or poor taste. We have always
eat like hogs? And when the worked under the assumption
Upon Hearing Ravels Bolero
students come in, why can't that whenever any college Alma
By DAVIDA
they come in orderly? We allow Mater was played, all students Reprinted from Chicago Tribune
ample time for everyone to stood in quiet respect. Until this It starts a plaintive, simple
come in and be seated before weekend, I have never seen this Melodic sort of phrase,
the blessing is said. Why must tradition broken.
Which flute and horn and
they run in like animals? No
But, during the half-time per- trumpet
one has ever been left with- iod our band began to play And then the bassoon plays.
out a chair or food yet!
Clemson's Alma Mater. In any
To elaborate on this point— other stadium, all present would Clarinet and trombone
The college and dining hall re- have stood quietly. But this was Pick up the melody,
quire us to check the students the time that the Duke cheer- And play and play and play
I. D. cards to see that no un- leaders saw fit to lead their The same monotony.
authorized people eat in our group in a cheer. Seriously, Tom,
dining hall. (And there are behavior such as this is inex- And then when harp and saxopeople who are low enough to cusable, to say the least. Could phone
sneak in whenever possible.) it be that the Duke student body Repeat it till I'm weak,
As far as we are concerned, should be considered ill-manner- I can't help but suspect Ravel
sneaking a meal is the same as ed, or are there any circum- Composed with tongue in cheek.
stealing money, money which stances, unknown to us here at According to the eritics
we pay! It is the few dishonest Clemson?
In this unvaried theme,
This was the first, and prob- There's delicate deception
people who make it necessary
for the added inconvenience of ably my only, trip to Duke, but And a master's scheme.
checking I. D. cards. It is a no one can blame me for the
problem which we are confront- impression that I have carried I only know that baffled
ed with and with cooperation away with me. It is on such And unaware of treasures,
from the students, we can han- grounds as this that schools are I'm bound and tied and fettered
dle with a minimum of incon- judged by visitors. Please, Tom, By a few brief measures.
venience. Everyone knows we don't ever let a visitor to Clemmust check them, but the way son carry away such an impres- Until the maddening climax
Has slyly lift me numb,
tney come in, it is impossible. sion of us.
Mangled by an oboe,
We think we have a favorable
Perhaps it would be in good
and expedient method for doing taste for Duke's head cheerleader Shattered by a drum.
this job and believe it or not, to either apologize or to explain And then for weeks and weeks
one time they lined up in two his actions to Clemson's student and weeks
lines and three minutes after body.
I'm crazy as a loon,
the doors were opened, everySincerely,
I eat and sleep and work and
one was seated and the grace
G. A. Moore, '58
breathe
was said. With the existing
To that damn simple tune.
*****
situation, from 5 to 7 minutes
are required. Decide for yourAs I was walking to class the
self. We have two men on each
other day, I noticed that the
door and with two lines, can
clock in Tillman Hall said 11:03,
move very rapidly and we can
Mrs. Martha Bryson Connor, and, by gosh, it was 11:03. Maybe
do our job the way we should. wife of SFC Conner, a member we do have something to be
Tom, this is a big cruel world of. the Army ROTC Instructor thankful for.
and we must all learn to co- Group at Clemson, died at 6:15
—"Quadrangle Chauncey"
*****
operate sooner or later if we p. m. Sunday in Anderson Meplan to progress. What better morial Hospital after a three- Notice to all Country Gentlemen.
time is there than now? The month battle with leukemia. She
Please drive carefully over the
head waiters are trying to co- is the faculty wife for whom holidays!
*****
operate fully in the best interest Clemson students have been doof our fellow students, but it nating blood.
Help! Help! Lapsus Calami,
takes two or more parties to
Early detection and prompt On Country Gentlemen we rely.
cooperate satisfactorily. If the treatment of her condition was
students have any gripes with so effective that she was allowAccording to the latest Atthe service, please tell us. How ed to go home after a few weeks lantic Coast Conference Service
do we know what their trouble in the hospital. Two weeks ago, Bureau figures, Clemson quaris if they don't tell us? If they however, her condition became terback Harvey White is 16 yards
have any gripes or suggestions aggravated by influenza and she behind Wray Carlton of Duke in
with the menu or the food, Mrs. had to return to the hospital total offense and 85 bar'- nf
Cloaninger, our dietician, will where she, failed to respond to Jim Bakhtiar of Virginia. Carlbe more than willing to air them treatment.
ton has one game rerc
and listen to their suggestions.
In addition to her husband, White and Bakhtiar two each.
When no one complains or com- she is survived by one son,
ments about the food to her, George, Jr., her father, Marcus at Orrville Baptist Church in
she assumes everyone is happy. M. Bryson, and two brothers, Anderson where Mrs. Conno
Remember the job of the Robert F. Bryson of Six Mile was a member. She was buried
waiters and the kitchen person- and Thomas Bryson of Ander- in Silver Brook Cemetery.
nel is to serve the student the son.
Pallbearers were Cullen Clevebest food with the best service Funeral services were conduct- land, David Rogers, Doug Cox,
possible, and we are always ed by Dr. C. V. Martin and the Johnny Bynum, SFC Francis
more than happy to her gripes Rev. Mr. Hopkins last Tuesday Lewis and M-Sgt. Paul Johnson.
and suggestions to better servve
him. We are striving to satisfy
the students, use us!
Ronald Ham, '58,
Head Waiter
Bob Jackson, '58,
Assist. Head Waiter
Lanny Moore, '58,
Assist. Head Waiter
Gene Richardson, '59,
Assist. Head Waiter

Dear Tom:
We as head waiters in our
fine, modern dining hall would
like to elaborate on the current problem of "such terrible
food" and would like to take
this opportunity to correlate the
above named problem with
another problem which exists in
said dining hall. The latter
problem occurs when the dining
hall doors open and 2,000 plus
invade the "terrible food" in a
desparate effort not to be left
without. (I might add this is
before the blessing too!)
Tom, we would like you to
straighten us out on one point.
What makes these "people"
break doors down, knock over
the doormen, fight over the
bowls and grab the "terrible
food" before grace is said,
when all they are coming in
for is "such terrible food,
which is awful, simply awful"?
How can you correlate the
above named activity with the
"terrible food"?
Since the honorable Mr. E. H.
Paxton's letter to you in the
last issue of THE TIGER, we
have taken it upon ourselves to
do some research on the prob
lem to explain why we are be
ing fed "such terrible food"
and what can be done to correct
this problem. Some pertinent
facts we have come up with
are: The hash which we get
"one morning each week" has
been served only twice this
school year, as was the minced
barbecue,
sometimes
called
"Georgia hash". To counter the
hash, we have been served Tbone steaks four times and cubed steaks three times this school
year. Meat is purchased every
week day and is usually bought
by the half carcass and not
by scraps. (Did you ever stop
to figure how many cows or
steers it takes to feed us steaks
for one meal? It figures out
close to 90—100 animals. Three
or four meals of T-Bone steaks
would eliminate the Clemson
A.H. and Dairy herds if they
were to use those animals!) We
have fried chicken on numerous occasions, and never has any
chicken with "feathers, leg
shanks and all" been called to
the attention of the dining hall
personnel. We have also had
turkey on numerus occasions
and other good meals. We are
all aware that occasionally a
meal is served that someone
doesn't like and there are some
people who don't like anything,
regardless of what it is. Our
dining hall serves close to 1,500
people at breakfast, 2,500 at
dinner, and 2,300 at supper each
week day, and it is impossible
to satisfy the desires of everyone.
Tom, we have also checked
into the cost of our meals, which
we find extremely low. Each
student that is eating in the
dining hall every meal pays
only $1.31 per day. This includes the cost of food, salaries, Apology In Order
wages and overhead. About 86 Dear Tom,
This past weekend at Durham,
cents of this is put into food.
all
of us saw an action that can
Show us anyone who can survive on an average of 86 cents only be chalked up to ignorance
a day outside of our dining hall.
If you will analyze the above,
you will readily realize the remarkable job being done by
our kitchen crew.
Tom, while we are writing to
you we may say as well air the
rest of our gripes. Before the
new dining hall was built, the
student body voted unanimously
in favor of family style service instead of cafeteria, so the
college gave the students what
they wanted.
Now Tom, would you please
tell us why there are a few
"loyal students" who prefer
to break the unwritten rules
of family style eating by eating before the blessing is said,

Bound in Our N*w
Soil Resistant
loot* Loaf Album
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Career opportunities at Du Pont are
greater today than ever before because of the Company's continued
growth. In 1957, Du Pont's sales
were at the $2 billion level. Four new
plants were being built. New research
programs were being launched, and
new products were moving into the
production and marketing stages. All
of these developments tend to broaden
opportunities at Du Pont for the
young scientist and engineer.
ALL KINDS OF ENGINEERS
Students with chemical engineering
and chemistry degrees are needed, of
course. But the opportunities are
equally great for students majoring
in many other fields. And the type of
work for these men varies greatly.
Among other things:
Mechanical engineers work in re*

search and development as well as in
plant engineering and production
supervision.
Metallurgical engineers conduct
studies in metal fatigue and corrosion
and engage in fundamental research
into the nature and properties of
elements.
Civil engineers have many assignments, including design and supervision of the construction of Du Pont
plants and laboratories.
Men studying for degrees in electrical, mining, petroleum, industrial and
many other specialized fields of engineering will find equally challenging
outlets for their talents at DuPont.
If you're interested in finding full
scope for your ability, Du Pont offers
you plenty of opportunity.

Du Pont Training Tailored to Individual
Each of Du Pont's operating departments has its own training program
because each has special requirements. But both formal and informal
programs are tailored to the interests
and needs of the individual.
Generally, you go to work on an
assignment at once and start learning
right away. This headstart on responsibility is an important factor in your
progress. Based on your qualifications, you're given one segment of a
project to tackle almost immediately.
You learn quickly and informally in
consultation with your supervisor and
other engineers on the same project.
This training is supplemented by frequent meetings, seminars, studies of
plant operations and procedures.
And since Du Pont is interested in
the progress of the individual, your

performance is evaluated at regular
intervals by your supervisor. These
discussions bring out your strong and
weak points and together you work
out a program for improvement. This
training and evaluation continues
year after year as you advance in
the Company.
SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET
Booklets on jobs at Du Pont are
yours for the asking. Subjects
include: mechanical, civil, metallurgical, chemical, electrical, instrumentation and industrial
engineers at DuPont; atomic
energy, technical sales, research
and development. Name the subject that interests you in a letter
to DuPont, 2494-B Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Del.

THE DU PONT REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT THE CAMPUS DEC. 2-4
SIGN UP TODAY AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR AN INTERVIEW
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ture? Would you like to begin
your career by earning from $4,480 to $12,900 a year? The United
States Civil Service Commissions
has announced an examination
to fill Patent Examiner positions.
These positions are located principally in the Patent Office in
Washington, D. C.
To qualify, all applicants must
have had appropriate education
or technical experience in the
fields of engineering, physics, or
chemistry. For positions paying
$5,535 and above, professional
experience in the field of Patent
Law is also required. Certain
substitutions can be made for
the required professional experience.
Further information and application forms may be obtained at
many post offices, or from the
United States Civil Service Commission, United States Patent Office, Department of Commerce,
Washington 25, D. C.

Thirty-nine high school bands from the Carolinas and
Georgia plus the Clemson band will perform during the
Band-IPTAY Day Saturday, November 23. The performance will be during the pre-game and half-time festivities of the Clemson-Wake Forest game.
PARTICIPATING BANDS
Name

Place

Director

Aiken High School—Aiken
Wm. T. Slaughter
Anderson High School—Anderson
_ E. D. Thompson
Beaufort High School—Beaufort
J. V. Stuart
Belton High School—Belton
Louis Polatty
Blacksburg High School—Blacksburg
Robert D. Ross
Chester High School—Chester
H. Burnette Tyler
Clover High School—Clover
_ Geo. M. Wingard
Commerce H. S.—Commerce, Ga.
John W. Hambrick
Daniel High School—Clemson
__ Elise Williams
James F. Byrnes H. S.—Duncan
_ Russell W. Fike
Easley High School—Easley
Gertrude Sanders
Greenwood High School—Greenwood
Allen Putman
Greer High School—Greer
. Sybil Humphries
Hendersonville H. S.—Hendersonville, N.C.
Earl H. Martin
Honea Path H. S.—Honea Path
Mattie L. Banister
Jefferson High School—Jefferson, Ga.
Guy Butler
Kershaw High School—Kershaw
Roy Sigler
Lake City High School—Lake City_Howard W. Williams
Lancaster High School—Lancaster _ Ben L. Watkins, Jr.
Laurens High School—Laurens
Harold C. Windolf
Liberty High School—Liberty
Wm. D. Garrison
Macedonia High School—Macedonia _ Raymond E. Lytle
Newberry High School—Newberry
Lorraine Paris
Olanta High School—Olanta
Howard W. Williams
Pickens High School—Pickens
Geo. N. Reid
Pacolet High School—Spartanburg
Glenn Hubbard
Pageland High School—Pageland
Keebler F. Mills
Pendleton High School—Pendleton _ Walter C. Merritt
Central High School—RutherfordtonSpindale, N. C.
Martha Thomasson
Seneca High School—Seneca
R. E. Lovett
Wade Hampton High School—Hampton _ Barbara Long
Walhalla High School—Walhalla
R. E. Lovett
Ware Shoals H. S.—Ware Shoals
Ernest R. Osbourn
Westminster H. S.—Westminster
Clarence E. Butts
Williston High School—Williston
John R. Fogle
Blacksburg High School—Blacksburg
John R. Fogle
Toccoa H. S.—Toccoa
Davis G. Bone
Slater-Marietta H. S.—Slater
Roy W. Summey
Chesterfield H. S.—Chesterfield •__,
Harvey Oehlert
Clemson College Tiger—Clemson
R. E. Lovett

Tiger
CfMHIM Air
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(•neral attitude of those who read it.

EDITOR

CHARLES S. SPENCER, JR.
BUSINESS MANAGER

Editors Hear
Max Shulman
Max Shulman, humorist, College newspaper columnist (for
Marlboro cigarettes), and author
of the current best seller "Rally
Round the Flag, Boys!" (Doubleday), speaking to the Associated
Collegiate Press 33rd Annual
Conference at the Hotel New
Yorker in New York last week
(Friday, November 8) said:
"Trouble with youth today is not
rebels without causes, but causes
without rebels."
Shulman, in attempting to
arouse the interest of American
youth in truly legitimate causes,
put it this way:
"We are too fat and complacent. For one thing, we must
reverse the matriarchy! Women
are naturally conservative. They
are the nesters, the stand-patters.
When America was run by restless men, this country was the
light of the world. But today
the covered wagon is a station
wagon and the frontier is a picture window—looking out on
somebody else's picture window.
Here is something you can do
with your own two hands to
start reversing this matriarchy,"
he told the college editors. "Take
that girl you've been going steady
with since you were 13 years
old and punch her in the nose.
This will settle the issue between
you and she once and for all and
leave no confusion as to who's
boss."
"In my opinion women would
appreciate the end of their matriarchy — which has occurred
largely by default. Men come
home at night too tired to make
decisions, so the wife willy-nilly
has to. She would be delighted
to have this responsibility taken
off her har^ds. So go ahead and
take it from her."
Shulman is currently on a
speaking tour of Eastern colleges, including Penn State, University of Kentucky, and Vanderbilt University.
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Carol Hughes
Mackie Manning
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Tom Anderson, III
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Let's Get Away //
Limestone Show

BAILEY
(Continued from Page 1)
"The cardinal principle that
makes South Carolina the textile
center of the nation is the availability of fine young people to
work in our plants and in the
development of their sons and
daughters to assume positions of
leadership in the industry."

FIRST"
(Continued from Page 1)
cultural engineer with the
USDA. Roy H. Herron. Starr,
will speak for the state student
branch at 3:15.
Presiding will be G. H. Stewart, Florence, at the niorning
session and W. C. Dozier, Loris,
afternoon session.

Cordial invitation extended!
Limestone College extends to the
An appeal will be made by Alpha Phi Omega! Once Clemson student body an invitation to attend the 1957 Follies
again the APO will take up donations of fruit and candy Production, "Let's Get Away."
from the students after the Thanksgiving supper Tues- It will be presented at 8:00 p.m.
November 23rd, in Curtis Audiday, November 26.
torium, Gaffney, S. C.
The donations are packed in
boxes and turned over to the
Clemson Welfare Agency for 'Ladies From Heir
distribution to the needy of the
area on Thanksgiving morning.
The Agency adds other items to
the boxes such as flour, canned
goods and clothes.
In the past, Clemson students
have been generous with their
donations. Last year at ThanksNicknamed the "Ladies From
The Black Watch Scottish Reggiving over 55 baskets of fruit iment — senior Highland regi- Hell" by the Germans of World
were given, while at Christmas ment of the British Army, which War I, who found the Scotsmen
some 60 baskets turned up in fought the patriots in the Ameri- fierce fighters despite their
the final count. These are good can Revolution—is planning an "lady-like" kilts, the Black
figures, but they can be much invasion of North Carolina this Watch has an exciting military
better. APO asks you to really month!
history. They have won battle
give on next Tuesday night to
honors since their origin in 1725,
But
when
the
Black
Watch
help those who aren't quite as
when they were formed to po(sometimes
called
the
"Ladies
fortunate as you.
From Hell") comes marching lice or "watch" the turbulent
o'er the border, they'll be on a Scottish hill country during the
"black" of night—here the name
peaceful "invasion."
This time the regiment which "Black Watch."
But as for their part in the
ran General Washington out of
Brooklyn and attacked White American Revolution, the Black
Clemson students have been Plains, N. V., is coming to show Watch record book has this to
invited to play at the Boscobel off their kilt-clad marching Regi- say: "We can boast no battle
Golf Course on the Anderson mental Band and also their sec- honors for our part in the Amerhighway at any time. A special ond band of bagpipers and drum- ican War of Independence, begreen fee for students has been mers. What's more, there's a cause it was rightly decreed that
set at $1.00 and presentation of group of Scottish dancers coming battle honors should not be
his ID card.
along to perform the Highland granted for a war with our kith
The manager and professional fling, the sword dance, the Reel and kin."
at. Boscobel, Mr. H. H. Moore, of Tulloch and the Argyll BroadThere'll be many of the "kith
would like to help those students swords.
and kin" out to greet the "Ladies
interested in golf by holding
The one appearance in the From Hell" when they reach
clinics. He has offered to hold Carolinas will take place Mon- North Carolina. Charlotte is one
these clinics on the Clemson day evening, Nov. 25, at the of 57 U.S. and Canadian cities
campus.
Charlotte Coliseum.
being visited by the two bands
and dancers, whose tour is a
good will gesture from Great
Britain. Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother, who is colonel-inchief of the Black Watch, gave
the tour her blessing.
The dark green and blueblack tartan plaid of the Black
Watch Regiment, copied by
The second of the trio of West Cadet regiment.
American fashion designers, was
His wife is the: former Li- taken in part from the ancient
Point officers in the Army ROTC
Instructor Group at Clemson is jerka Laas of Sarajevo, Yugo- tartan of the Clan Campbell.
The Regiment was organized
Captain Francois X. Therrien slavia. They have one son, from among members of the
Francois III, age 5. The family
of Amesbury, Massachusetts. He lives on Fabrica Street in East Campbell, Grant, Fraser and
came to Clemson as Assistant Clemson.
Munro clans of Scotland.
PMS&T in May 1957 from the
Infantry School at Fort Benning.
After graduating from Assumption Preparatory School in
Worcester, Massachusetts, Captain Therrien entered the U. S.
Military Academy. He graduated with the class of '50 and
proceeded immediately to Korea
for duty with the 24th Infantry
Division.
He earned the Silver Star, the
Bronze Star, and the Combat
Infantryman Badge while serving as a rifle platoon leader with
the 21st Infantry Regiment. On
a second tour in Korea, he served with the French Legion Battalion and earned the Croix de
Guerre with palms and the
Army Commendation Medal.
After a short tour in this
country, Captain Therrien was
sent to USARPAC in Hawaii.
Shortly after reaching Hawaii,
he was sent to Indo-China for
temporary duty with the U. S.
Military Assistance Advisory
Group in Cambodia. He returned to Hawaii to attend the
Military Planner's Conference
of SEATO.
Captain Therrien has completed the Infantry Officer's Advance Course and the Associate
Infantry
Company
Officer's
Course at Fort Benning and the
Air-Ground Operations Course
at Southern Pines, North Carolina.
He has several jobs in the
Instructor Group. He is Motor
Officer, Transportation Officer,
a member of the Military Basic
Committee, and Tactical Officer for Company A-l of the

Black Watch Scottish
Regiment to invade NC

Boscobel Golf
Course Opened

The™, West Point Graduate
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be cool and all that; but don't forget

A specialized program available only to college men, it affords
you an outstanding savings plan PLUS a fine investment program.
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Clemson has eight players who
have gained 124 yards or better
this year. Top man is Harvest
White with 672 yards, or 84
yards per ball game.

to show her your feet are on the ground!

FRIDAY
II

James Dean
Story'.a
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The Presbyterian Student Association last night welcomed
back its retired "founding father", Dr. Sid Crouch, who has
been on vacation in Florida until this week. Dr. Crouch spoke
to the students as part of the
regular Wednesday night program, after which all the students joined in a short period
of talking over "old times".
Dr. Grouch was largely responsible for founding the Association at Clemsoh and the
state in 1937. The organization

later became known as th«
Westminster Fellowship of tht
Synod of South Carolina, but
the Clemson group has maintained the tradition in honor of
Dr. Crouch of calling itself th«
Presbyterian Student Association.
On November 13, a week before, the Association heard a
discussion by Dr. Hugh Macauley on the subject of "The Economics of Segregation".

Go right ahead and recite all the poetry you want .... speak to

Clemson, South Carolina

Judge Keller's

Famous USNSA Student Tours
o I Europe — Summer 1958

Dr. Sid Crouch
Speaks To PSA

Clemson Theatre

and

and Pants

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25
Union Carbide Nuclear Company—Chm, ChE, EE, Ml
Florida Power & Light Company—EE and ME
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company—Chm & Engrs
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26
Am. Agric. Chemical Company—ChE and others
Union Carbide Nuclear Company—Chm, ChE, EE, MS
Florida Power & Light Company—EE and ME
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company—Chm & Engrs
Mobile Air Material Area—CE, EE, IE and ME
Florida Road Department—Civil Engineers
The Torrington Company—Engineers
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3
General Electric Company—IM and Engrs
American Viscose Corporation—Chm, ChE, IE, IM, MS
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads—Civil Engineers
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company—Chm & Engjc*
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4
Robertshaw-Fulton Controls—Engineers
Virginia Highway Department—Civil Engineers
General Electric Company—IM and Engineers
E. I, du Pont de Nemours & Company—Chm and Engrs
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5
Alabama Power Company—CE and EE
Newport News Shipbuilding Co.—CE, EE & ME
W. T. Grant and Company—all degrees
The Norton Company—A&S, Engrs
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6
Nat'l Advisory Comm. for Aeronautics—IPh, Engrs
New York Life Insurance Co.—all degrees
Reigel Textile Corporation—Chm, Engr, IM, Text
Carolina Power & Light Co.—ChE and ME

(TIi* Countrr Gentlemen'! Theitrt)

PHONE 6011

Ivy League
Sport Shirts

Interview Schedule

AND MOTHER, HE HAS THE MOST
WONDERFUL INVESTMENT PROGRAM!
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Positions Offered Students Will Donate Food
In patent Offices To Needy Families In Area
Are you interested in your fu-

Three States Send
Bands To Campus

Thursday, November 21,1957
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Get the word on the National College Life Plan from one of
your campus representatives today .... you'll be glad you did
tomorrow!

WEDNESDAY
II

Monte Carlo II
Marlene Dietrich

THURSDAY

'The Hired
Gun" m
Rory Cdlhoun

*

Carroll Gibson '53, Clemson Representative, CE 2-7749

NATIONAL COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

•

ATLANTA. GEORGIA

